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INTRODUCE

Just before luncheon recess the witness was excused, the committeemen
apparently having decided that no further information was to be secured
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Denver, Feb. 10. Further testimony
designed to establishe charges of peonage in the Colorado coal fields wai
introduced today before the house
on mines and mining
which is investigating the coal miners' strike.
Salvatori Valentin, a Sicilian, told
the committee that he had been
brought to Colorado from Pittsburgh
through deception and forced to work
in the Delagua mine. One of his fel-- .
low strikebreakers, he declared, was
shot and killed by an unknown person
in the mine.
James Adams, the young Missourian
who last night testified that he was
held prisoner in the Delagua mine, was
recalled to identify tue contract nn-der which he said he was brought to
Colorado. He was unable to Identify
positively his own signature. The alleged contract produced by counsel for
the mine operators bound the signer
to work in the mine as a strikebreaker.
Salvatori Valentin, a Sicilian, was
called as the next witness for. the
strikers. He said h came to Colorado from Pittsburgh at the solicitation of a man who was seeking 2,000
men to work in the mines in the Trinidad district. He signed a contract on
December 13, he declared, in which he
was told, according to his statement,
that there was no strike in Colorado.
When the train reached Trinidad, he
Bald, all the curtains in the coach
were closed, and the laborers aboard
ere taken to the Delagua mine.
He was not permitted to go outside
the camp to buy beer and tobacco,
and was guarded by soldiers on the
way to and from hfs ooarding house.
One of his companions, he testified,
was shot and killed while in the mine.
He did not know who did the shooting, but he saw the body carried out
of the mine by militiamen, he said, j
Valentin said that after the shooting he tried to leave the mtne, but
was told that he was indebted to the
company $136 for tools and transportation. On the morntug of January 28
he again demanded his release, and
waa given a military escort from the
mine to a boarding house. Reaching
there he was told tnut he must pay
the company $136 before he would be
permitted to leave the camp. He tried,
with several companions, to go but:
one of the gates, but was stopped by
soldiers. That night, however, he and
48 Italians succeeded n passing the
guards. He went to the strikers' camp
x
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On further examination, the witness
said he served in the United States
army in the Philippines.
"Did you have any trouble while in
was asked;

the army?" he

"I got shot in the back," he replied.
The witness said he had consulted
the United Mine Workers' attorney at
Trinidad relative to securing a return
olH frvt frana.
v.'W
ii
The attorney
portatlon to Colorado".
advised him not to seek legal redress,

he

from him.

gressional investigators resumed their
inquiry into conditions in the copper
country promptly at 9 o'clock this
O. N. Hilton, counsel for
morning.
the Western Federation of Miners,
read into the records more notations
on miners' pay envelopes to show the
low monthly wage earned by some
workers under the' contract system.
Deductions for such items as "hospital, store and board" were shown
an some of the envelopes.
"We will prove," said Mr. Hilton,
"that in many instances the mining
company would take out of the employes' pay the amount owed it and
then would pay the store keeper nd
the boarding house keeper from what
was left."
The exhibits covered a wide period,
some dating back as far as 1898.
A, W. Kerr, assisting Hilton, explained the system of pay used by the
All underground workers
companies.
he said, were paid
the
miners,
except
a day wage. The miner worked on
contract.
Federation Opposed Strike
Willam J. Packard, president of the
Calumet local of the Western Federation of Miners, then resumed the
witness stand and continued the story
hei began last night.
"What would happen if a miner refused a contract tendered him by a
mine boss?" asked Mr. Kerr.
"He would have to work somewhere
else," the witness replied.
The.witnesslold about the miners'
local union and its connection with
the Western Federation. A strike
was ordered by referendum vote, although, he said, the federation offi
cers opposed it. The men insisted on
going out because conditions were
growing worse, said Rickard.
by AlRickard was
len F. Reis of counsel for the mining
companies.
"You have said that when you were
employed in the Atlantic mine you
were compelled to patronize the company store," began Mr. Reis. "Do
disyou think you would have been
stores
with
dealt
had
if
you
charged
in Houghton?".
"I certainly do."
"Do you know of anjyone who was
discharged?"
.

cross-examlne- .l

.

"NO."
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EDITOR CHALLENGES
LAWYER TO A
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AFTERMATH OF BEILISS TRIAL IN
RUSSIA MAY RESULT IN
BLOODSHED

TOGETHER

IN

EJUNDY IS SENTENCED
Los Angeles, Feb. 10. Louis Bundy,
18 years old, was sentenced to death
today in the superior court for the
murder of Harold Zeische, a mere boy
whom he beat to death December 19,
to obtain $20 with which to buy a

girl a Christmas present Bundy's
torney served notice of appeal.

TIIEJIR

TELEGRAPH SERVICE
CITY EDITION.

10, 1914.

ist soldiers accompanied a

muie pack
which left Hermosillo
yesterday
bound for Ures, near which point the
Indians have been most active in the
bandit operations.

OPENS UP CHANCE
FOR LOVELY

;

at-

the D'Urbervills"
IS

and

:

many.-

PARLLliEN

OF

MARRIES HIS TYPIST
London., Feb. 10. Thomas Hardy,
the British novelist, author of "Far
From the Madding Crowd," "Tees of

GRAFT

SWEDISH CABINET QUITS
Stockholm, Feb. 10. Karl Albert THAT

ATTACHED

other

books well known' throughout the RIOTOUS MOB IS DISPERSED ONLY
world, today married ,Miss Florence
DOWN
AFTER BREAKING
Dugdale, his secretary and typist.
THE GATES
Mr. Hardy's first wife died In 1912.

WHAT JAMES

E. BEN
NETT THINKS OF THE TRADE
. COMMISSION
BILL

ONE GERMAN AVIATOR IS KILLED
AND TWO OTHERS ARE

JAPANESE HOUSE

Staaf, the Swedish premier, and his
entire cabinet, resigned today In conBADLY INJURED
sequence of divergence "of opinion conHe is in his seventy-fourt- h
cerning the necessity of Increasing the
year. The
e
Swedish defensive forces. King
8
o'clock
took
this
at
marriage
place
TO IR'FEAOI
CACHET
WOULD
VICTIM RECENTLY LICENSED
KUHTJJTTLE FELLOWS morning in the parish church of In- TSY
accepted the resignations, ,'
field, so' as to avoid crowds.
The
ON PART OR
THE BIG CORPORATIONS WOULD bride Is the author of a number of DEMONSTRATION
DEGNER'S DEATH OCCURS UPON
MAN BURNS TO DEATH
tales for children.
LEARN SECRETS OF THEIR
PEOPLE OCCASIONED BY
HIS FIRST-- FLIGHT AS INDECheyenne,
Wye., Feb. 10. The
i
charred bones of Victor Phillips, aged
GRAFT CHARGES
SMALLER RIVALS
PENDENT PILOT FARMER KILLS SELF
82, a hermit sheep herder near Sherman, 30 miles west of here, were
Littleton, Colo., Feb. 10. The body
IS
LIKELY of Hana H. Jhyorts, aged 33, was COVEEENT
IEELB
FALL
FEET found in the ruins of his cabin today. C0EiUPTI0NIS
ABOUT 100
The origin'bt the fire which destroyfound late yesterday hanging in a
ed the cabin ii unknown.
barn of the Progressive dairy six miles
RESOLUTION OF WANT OF CONFI.
REPORTS OF INSPECTORS MIGHT east
AND LIEUTENANT
SEDLMAYER
,
of here by Ed Paulin, a fellow
BE CHANGED BY PASSAGE
FIDENCE IS DEFEATED ON
LEONHARDI FLYING ABOVE
Inemploye.
Despondency over his
FLOOR OF THE DIET
OF MONEY
to
THE AERODROME funds
to
a
take
raise
up
ability
BANKER INSISTS
mortgage coming due on cattle is
act.
Tokio, Feb. 10. A riotous mob atWashington, Feb. 10. Denouncing believed to have caused the
Johannesthal, Germany, Feb. 10.
1
IT
tacked
the Japanese house of parliaadministration trade, commission
A mid-aicollision between a biplane
GUILTY the
IS
MURDERED
ment
as
the
It was driven back by
bill
"loveliest
up
today.
opening
graft
and a mbnoplane over the aerodrome
St. Louis, Feb. 10. John Burns, the
Rus
of a century" and as "surpass.
police only after the entrance
here today caused the death of one
sia in inquisition," James K. lieunett known as "Fudgy," and Peter White, gates had been broken down and
German aviator and the serious injury
were found dead in scores of people injured.
both
MEMPHIS
MAN
WHO WRECKED
today told the house committer that
of two others. Gerhardt Sedlmayer,
room of the Friendly Ten club here
REa
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION
The rioting followed a fcig mass
small
drive
a
would
such
law
corpora
an experienced airman, was flying his
FUSES TO ACCEPT BAIL
today. "The floor and walls were cov- meeting at which resolutions wera
a
out
tions
business.
of
Representing
as
his
passenger,
biplane, carrying
number of corporations, he .questioned ered with blood, and apparently they proppsed to Impeach the cabinet for
Lieutenant Leonhardi of the German
were murdered. The men are sup- its attitude in connection with, the
Feb. 10. C. Hunt- its
Tenn.,
Memphis,
aeroconstitutionality.
army. They were circling the
of the Mercantile
er
Raine,
president
"This bill, as at present drawn," posed to have been victims of a gang graft charges against Japanese naval
drome at a height of 100 feet when
on the he
arrested
bank
yesterday
here,
officers. Numerous ariests were made,
said, "would give the vital secrets murder.
their machine was crashed into by
the
after
of
embezzlement,
and frequent clashes Between the poof the small corporation to its big
a monoplane in which Degner, a pupil charge
.
BRITISH STEAMER SAVED
of alleged defalcations of more
lice and the mob followed in various
show
would
the
It
competitors.
at the flying school, was making his
New York, Feb. 10 The British parts of the city. There was also a
than $1,000,000, today prepared to beconcern
of
and
the
small
open
first independent flight.
come accustomed to the routine of it up to the attacks of its rival.?. This tramp steamer Queen Louise, which free fight on the floor of the diet.
Eoth machines fell and when the
was stranded on a sandbar off Sea
4
life.
Fifteen persons were pushed into
men were extricated from the wreck- jail
thing would thus open up. the loveli
his
refused
offers
all
Girt, N. J., Saturday during a fog, the canal during a fight near the ofRaine
has
of
saw
ever
est graft that you gentlemen
age it was found that Degner was
0 a. m. today by wreckfriends to arrange ball for him, saying With thousands of special
fice of a government newspaper, but
agents was floated at
dead and the other two gravely hurt.
he is guilty and ready to take his roaming around the country prying ing tugs aided by the revenue cutter all of them were rescued.
The diet rejected, by a vote of 205
punishment. He has also refused to into the hundreds of thousand? of Itasca and the derelict destroyer Senretain
legal counsel.
wide eca. The Queen Louise was taken to 364, a resolution of want of confiwould
FELT
IS
graft
corporations,
bf
EARTHQUAKE
in tow
for this port.
d
While first announcements placed
dence in the government.
spread. These agents would have nc
the amount of JUiiiie's shortage at qualification, but political pull; no
While the session was in progress,
IN NORTHERN STATES about $500,000. figures given out to- civil service examination Is required,
great crowds packed the neighboring
streets and several mass meeting
day show that this amount has been and they could be sent into any cor WOMAN DIVES FROM
increased to nearly $1,000,000. It is poration's office to make a report
were organized.
,
NO DAMAGE IS DONE BY TREMOR
the defal- which ..would be.
.that
bank
by,
corThe. people, after resolving to
fc'ais
stated
on
E13ILB1K0
OF
TOP
binding
'
jaat,.
" ROCKS"" NEW ' YORK
THAT
cation may reach' close to $1,500,000. poration. If you gave him $50 or $500
cabinet, marched toward tha
AND PART OF CANADA
Definite figures will not be Known un- he might be willing to changj the re
house of parliament, attacking several
til the state bank examiners, working port.
SUICIDE IN KAN- government officials on their way. Tea
SPECTACULAR
New York, Feb. 10 Points as far under J. L. Hutton, superintendent of
debate in the house was dramatic. A
"This is a tremendous inqnirtoria!
SAS CITY IS VIEWED BY
north as Montreal and as far south banks, have completed their work.
fierce attack was made on the prenever
had
MANY
Russia
PEOPLE
anything
power.
as Philadelphia felt distinct,, earthSince pleading guilty to the charge like
mier, Count Combel Yamamoto, desuch power with
that
this,
gave
quake shocks of varying intensity be- of embezzlement yesterday, Raine has out let or hindrance."
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 10. While manding a suspension of judgments
tween 1:34 and 1:37 o'clock this aft- steadfastly declined to discuss the
Mr. Bennett argued that the bill hundreds of shoppera passed in the until the inquiry inito the naval scan- ernoon.
Indications were that the matter further than to insist that he
violated the constitutional guarantee street not 30 feet away, a fashionably day had been concluded.
'
entire northeastern section of the alone is responsible for the conditions
Saburo Shimada, leader of the oppoagainst "unlawful search and seizure." dressed woman about 30 years old
United States was in the zone of the which wrecked It.
A.
sition,
charged the cabinet with havR.
leaped from the roof of the
tremors. At no point included in the
One of the touching incidents in
smothered
the affair until it had
in
structure
a
ing
building,
Long
first reports was serious damage connection with Raine occurred late CASTILLO
PURSUED BV the downtown district, today and was been forced to order an investigadone.
yesterday when a reconcilition was efdashed to death on the cobblestones tion. The speaker of the diet ordered
In New York state the tremors were fected between Raine and his brother,
the expulsion of a member of the opof the alley in the rear.
A REBEL DETACHMENT
recorded' in New York city, Albany, Gilbert D. Raine, publisher of the
Persons in an office in a neighboring position who had interrupted the de
The two had
a free fight on the floor of
Elmira, Rome, Syracuse and other Memphis
high building saw the woman climb bate, and
In Canada shocks were felt been estranged for a number of years,
the
points.
house
ensued between tin iarda
a
to
the
moment, clasp
parapet, poise
at Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Pres- - but when the bank president was VILLA IS DETERMINED TO RUN her hands and dive off head first. The and the friends of the deputii w
DOWN INSTIGATOR OF CUMcott, Brockville and other places. The placed in a cell yesterday one of the
After vainly waiting for the jxi.t of
initials I. S. on her Eandkerchlef furBRE DISASTER
shock also was felt at Philadelphia, first to call on him was his brother,
the ministers, the mob marched to tliO
nished no clew to her identity.
offices of the newspaper Chu-O- , a
throughout Connecticut and Massa- Gilbert. Both wept as they agreed to
Juarez, Mexico, Feb. 10. The banchusetts.
ernment organ, where they stoned tiie
forget past difficulties.
STOCKS WEAKEN
OIL
dit leader Castillo and 14 of his men,
who, however, succeeded in repolice,
10.
6tocks
oil
The
Feb.
Ness
whose extermination has been order- vr4t& York,
them.
Philadelphia Feels It
at
pulsing
the
curb
on
weak
very
again
ed by General Villa as, a result of the
'Washington, Feb. 10 Two distinct
Atlantic
Refining,
opening.
today's
Cumbre tunnel disaster,' was last seen thd
FIGHTS RADIUM BILL
earthquake shocks were recorded on
feature of yesterday's decline,
at Pachico, a small Mormon colony in iold down to 705,
the seismographs of Georgetown uniFeb. 10. Vigorous ob
27
Washington,
of
decline
a
TO DETAIN OlSOOP westernChihuahua, according to in- points from yesterday's close. On jection to any attempt to "railroad"
versity today. The first began at
formation received at the office of
11:41 a. m. and lasted mx minutes,
last this stock was quoted through the committee the pending
Mexican. & Northwestern railway Saturday
the
but was not very pronounced. The
bill for regulation of radium mining,
820.
at
was made by Senator Shafroth
second was recorded at 1:34 p. m. and PRELATE OF LONDON ATTENDS here today, where he was reported
cf
headed north." Detachments of rebel
HOUSE OF- LORDS SESSION
lasted one and Onetialf minutes.
Colorado today when tne senate mlnea
UNDER DIFFICULTIES
troops are in pursuit.
"The last shock," said Father
INO OAiES COLORLESS committee took up a bill virtually the
General Villa today waa still un"was very severe."
same as that draited by the house
London, Feb. 10. The militant suf- ready to announce the date of his
There was nothing in the record to
committee.
show how far from here the shocks fragettes made a strong eifort today departure to take charge of, the im- SPEECH TO PARLIAMENT
"It ia obvious," said Chainr.ua
to prevent the bishop of London from pending attack on Torreon. To those
were.
Walsh, 'That there is a race on for
attending the opening session of the who wish to accompany him he promthese radium claims. If congress is to
GEORGE TELLS MEMBERS WHAT do
house of lords, of which he is a mem ised two hours notice.
CLAIMS SEATTLE SITE
anything it should do it now."
HAS HAPPENED SINCE THE
Senator Shafroth insisted that T ho
Washington, Feb. 10. A Norwegian ber. They made him the first victim
ADJOURNMENT
Doubt Garcia's Story
sailor deserted his ship in San Fran of their new campaign or molesting
mas F. Curran of Colorado, who de10.
Officers
Feu.
N.
was
Their
ire
men.
and
M,
name
his
particularHachita,
cisco, changed
disap public
to be heard, be glvea time to get
sires'
toLondon, Feb. 10. Two subjects re- to
peared in 185G. Today one of his ly directed against the bishop for his of the border patrol were in doubt
Hearings will ho reWashington.
of
heirs, Thomas Christlanson of Nor- alleged whitewashing of the govern- day concerning a story told by Eniilio ferring to the recent conference
sumed Friday.
sea and to home rule
way, filed a claim with the. supreme ment in his report on the prison treat- Garcia, who said he helped Maximo safety of life at
oE a
Joseph Flannery,
stood
out in bold relief
the
Ireland
in
for
bandits
wrecking
of
Castillo's
a
to
court for title
ment of suffragettes.
large portion
radium manufacturing conPittsburgh
The bishop's residence in St. James train at Cumbre. Garcia, who was in King George's speech from the cern, and O. Barlow Willmarth, heatl
the city of Seattle, Wash., claiming
the land on which the county hospital Square was picketed earlier in the arrested near the border, said he de- throne at the opening of parliament of a Colorado company, objected to
and the poor farm are located. The day by the women. Two of them serted Castillo's band. He related a today. The address for the most part the bill today, declaring it would
r.ij
Washington federal courts denied the acted as sentinels on the doorstep. story of having gent burning freight was a colorless recital of events which prospecting of the carnortfa fields ia
Mex- had developed since the closing of the
on
the
tunnel
Cumbre
in
on
trains
and
claim
the
Two
women,
Miss
the
of
other
Dunlop
ground
validity
Colorado and Utah.
that the heirs had delayed their claim Miss May Richardson, then tried to ico Northwestern railway to prevent previous session.
The king referred to his forthcomThe blocking of
too long.
gain access to the house, but the door troop movements.
R0AC3 E,l L Pfl.r ' - l
the tunnel later resulted in the wreck- ing visit to France as affording "an
was slammed in their faces.
was
cor
Wo
Garcia
to
the
of
train.
meanhincton,
a
opportunity
of
testifying
passenger
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Petersburg, Feb. 10. A challenge to a duel was sent today by A.
Savenko, the nationalist leader m the
duma, to G. Zamislousky, a conserva-

tive deputy and attorney for the
"Black Hundred."
Zamlslousky was one of the prosecuting attorneys at the trial of Mendel
Beiliss at Kiev. In the course of the
trial he alleged that Savenko had told
him that, the Shulgren, ediTors of the
newspaper Kievlianin, whose championship of Bellies Is generally regarded as having secured the acquittal of
the accused, was actuated by the sordid motive of securing money from
the Jews to support a sugar factory in
which he was interested. Savenko declares the statement a falsehood.

said.

Says He Will Shoot
"I'm going to hunt up the fellow who
got me to come out here," he volunteered.
"What will you do when you find
him?" asked Representative Byrnes.
"I'm going to shoot him," was the
cool reply.
"How much time will you give him
to pay your money back?"
"Twenty minutes."
The witness further swore that he
had heard Adjutant General John
Chase instruct his men. in clearing the

AEROPLANES RUN

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY,

e,

Gus-tav-

Miners' Pay Reduced
Hancock, Mich., Feb. 10. The con-

AS-

SERTS HE WAS NOT ALLOWED

LOW

streets of Trinidad, to "kill as many
as they wanted to."
Later the witness said his father
was a German, born in Paris, Germany. Further tiuestioning developed
considerable doubt as to whether the
name Valentin was that of the witness himself or that of a relative. Atand committeemen were
torneys
frankly puzzled aud at a loss to determine what the witness was trying

WIF?E

THERE ought to be
room enough, in the
sky tor several aeroplanes, but they
at that.

"if!

i'

EXCLUSIVE ADBOCIATED PREBS LEASED
VOL. XXXV.

1

NO

MORE IMPERSONATION

Washington, Feb. 10. Impersonation of congressmen or other officers
of the United States would make a
crime by a senate
passed today.
Any person , professing to have improper influence with congressmen
will come also within its provisions.
The bill was one result of David Lamar's sensational testimony before
the lobby committee, of having impersonated congressmen in telephone
talks with Wall street financiers.
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iSTATE I

IIIiAVY REVEN U E
PRODUCER
THE TAX COLNEARLY
LECTIONS COME FROM LAND
HOLDERS
ONE-HAL-

Watches and clocks are assessed, at
The poor ladies of New Mexico must all be wearing paste diamonds and synthetical rubies for all
the jewelry in the state la valued at
only $66,159; or less than 20 cents
worth per capita. However, they are
even poorer in silver and gold ware
for the table, for the total in the entire state is only $3,360 worth, and
that includes silver spoons and near
silver forks and knives, a total of
one cent's worth for each inhabitant
of the state.
Musical instruments, with a valuation of $533,985, indicates that music
at least, is not a lost art even if the
ara of telling the truth to the assessor
Household goods total $2,261,637,
Isf.
or $7 worth for each inhabitant which
is getting at true values about as nearly as in other cases of property except the railroads, which, poor things,
are valued at almost the total sum
that the census director and corporation commissioners declare they are
worth. Shares of stock in banks run
up to $5,457,546; wheat to only
oats to $1,977; barley to $30;
com, $1,389; hay and alfalfa to
wool to $3,150; lumber to $157,-70coal to j$933; tools, $175,422;
honey bees, $44,958; t automobiles
$67,311.

Santa Fo, N. M., Fob. 10. Who pays
the taxes in New Mexico? That question is answered by. a, compilation of
Assistant Traveling Auditor Kegel.
The real estate owner is the goat
in the first place. His assessment
this year ran up to $115,544,871 before the board of equalization soaked
him for several million dollars more.
of tho entire
This is almost one-hal- f
valuation, or to be exact, 45 per cent.
The railroads are second as to valuation, and when it comesi to really
paying they are first and the greatest
burden bearers on the tax roll. They
are assessed at $84,830,469, or just
of the entire shooting match
for the state. Who says that the corporations are not doing their share $337,166.
when it comes to whacking up for
state, county and municipal and school
GIRLS! STOP WASHING
purposes?
Livestock Is assessed at $32,366,421,
of the entire valuation.
or
THE UAH! WITH. SOAP
It is the man who has money out
on mortgages or has pickled it away
to banks and stockings, or perhaps
SOAP DRIES YOUR SCALP, CAUS
In stocks, notes and bonds in
ING DANDRUFF, THEN HAIR
Texas, who escapes the argus-eye-d
FALLS OUT
assessor, for under the head of "All
other property," which includes cash,
After washing your hair with soap
furniture, automobiles, bank accounts, always apply a little Danderine to the
notes, certificates of Indebtedness, scalp to Invigorate the hair and preetc., the total assessment Is $11,761,-44- vent dryness. Better still, use soap as
third. sparingly as
or less than
possible, and instead have
Merchants get off with an assessment a ".Danderine Hair Cleanse." just
of $8,300,169 on stocks of merchan- moisten a cloth with Danderine and
dise.
draw it carefully through your hair,
Banks are valued at $5,457,546 or
taking one strand at a time. This
of the total. will remove
less than
dust, dirt and excessive
Telegraph and telephones are valued oil. In a few moments you will he
of
at $1,165,140, or about
amazed, your hair will not only be
one per cent of the total, which beclean, but it will be wavy, fluffy and
fore the raise of the board of equali- abundant, and possess an incompara
ration was $259,426,060, and after the
ble softness and lustre.
raise amounts to almost $280,000,000
Besides cleansing and beautifying
and which Governor McDonald says
the hair, one application of Danderine
should be at least $450,000,000.
dissolves every particle of dandruff;
That the assessor falls to get anystimulates the scalp, stopping itching
where near true values can easily be
and falling hair. Danderine Is to the
demonstrated. He returns, for inwhat fresh showers of rain and
hair
stance, 1,693,970 head of sheep, which
are to vegetation. It goes
sunshine
is probably about a third of the true
to
the
roots, invigorates and
right
number, for even the census enumer
ators spotted more than 3.000,000 strengthens them. Its exhilarating
and
properties cause
sheep and it has been New Mexico1
and
hoast for years that it has 5,000,000 the hair to grow long, strong
beautiful.
to 6,000.000 head of sheep on Its
Men! Ladles! You can surely have
ranges. The valuation placed on the
of charming hair. Get a 25 cent
lots
sheep of the state is $6,921,480, or
of Knowlton's Danderine from
bottle
wealth
of
all the
about
any drug store or toilet counter and
in the state.
The assessors found 9,638 mules In try it. Adv.
the state valued at $776,847; 190,658
goats valued at $729,354; 13,775 head MASTER PAINTERS' CONVENTION
Indianapolis, Ind., Fen. 10. The thirof swine valued at $123,540. The most
annual convention of the Internatieth
lamentable fact, however Is that the
assessors of the 26 counties found tional Association of Master House
only 5,794 burros and valued them at Baiters and Decorators of the United
The other 50,000 or 100,000 States and Canada (began its sessions
$55,506.
in this city today with a large attend
were probably hibernating.
is
when It conies to cash that ance of delegates. President John M.
It
the average New Mexican is especial- Stiles of Chicago called the gathering
ly hard up. The total cash in tho to order and delivered the opening ad
state on January 1, 1913, was only dress. The sessions will continue unOccupational diseases
$389,046, Luna, McKinley, Rio Arriba til Saturday.
and Sandoval counties returning not a and the arbitration of labor disputes
num
single penny. The state, however, is wil be discussed In addition to
mong those on
even poorer in books, only $166,983 erous trade topics.
worth, or less than four bits worth the program for papers or addresses
per capita. Saloon and other fixtures are William C. Clark of Winnipeg, Er
make a better stowing, for they total nest J. Linington of Toronto, A. M.
McKenzie of Hamilton, Ont., August
$634,662; while bonds and coupon
a:e almost as much or $536,067. This Hess of Detroit, and J. C. Smlther of
is pretty good evidence that there are Kansas city.
nc millionaires, no bloated bondholdChamberlain's Cough Remedy.
ers and capitalists in the state.
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Rem
HELPLESS AS BABY
edy has been a needed and welcome
guest in our home for a number of
years. I highly recommend It to my
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
trial In cases of colds, coughs and
Down ia Mind Unable to
uougn
Chamberlains
Wort, croup." Give
Remedy a trial and we are confident
and What Helped Her.
you will find it very effectual and
continue to use it as occasion requires
for years to come, as many others
have done. For sale by all dealers.
Summit
$1,-62-

$28,-95-
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of this rLace' says:

Anna

"'

suf- -

for la years with an awful
pain in
nty right side, caused from womanly
and
doctored
trouble,
lots for it, but without success. I suffered so very
that I became down in mind, and asmuch,
helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
cl shape. Was unable to do any work.
I. began taking Cardui, the woman's
tonic, and cot relief from the very first
cose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
I am now 48 years years
old, but feel as
good as I did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from
losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
in its iavor. I wish I had some
over poor, sufferin women, and power
could
make them know the good it would do
tuem.
If you suffer from
any of the ailments
peculiar to women, 'it will certainly be
worm your while to
give Cardui a trial,
it has been helping weak women fox
more than 50 years, 2nd will
help you,
'
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ACCUSED AS WHITE SLAVER
Roanoke, Va., Feb. 10. The case of
Rev. B. F. Landis, the Luthern minis
ter who was arrested two weeks ago
on a charge of violating the Mann

white slave act, came up for hearing
before a federal commissioner today.
Rev. Mr. Landis Is accused of having
paid for the transportation from his
home in Prices Fork, Va., to Bluefleld,
W. Va., of the wife of a neighbor, named Jones. They registered at a Blue-fielhotel as brother and sister, remaining several .days.
d

SUCCESSFUL

EVERYWHERE

People everywhere are talking of
the quick and fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give 1n backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into your system without pood results. That ia because Foley Kidney Pills. give to the
kidneys and bladder juet what nature
f?.'?s for to heal those weakened and
Inactive orsnnls, O.
and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

TEACHERS OFFER

SOI

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

THOUGHT HE

WAS

HELPING

Countryman Had Decidedly
Idea as to Value cf His

QUEER

Wrong

Ull

Service.
Jobshaw was taking a friend for a
motor he had
apln in the second-hanpicked up at such an absurdly low figure, when something went wrong with
the works and the car stopped dead.
He dived under the machine and discovered among other defects that two
nuts hail Jolted oft during the Journey.
"It's only a mile to the nearest
town, old man," said the apologetic
owner of the car, "If you wouldn't
mind walking there and get a couple
nuts from the Ironmonger
of half-IncI can put the other things right by
the time you get back.'' And for the
next half hour Jobshaw was tinkering
and tapping away beneath the car;
then he started to wonder why his
friend had not returned.
Presently
he heard footsteps.
"That you, Lorklnst" he inquired.
came the reply from a
bucolic-lookingentleman who peered
at JobBhaw under the car. " 'E come
back ten minutes ago. I told 'im
you'd gone across that there field
'E'b
through
yonder.
'edges and ditches looking after yer.
Keep quiet and 'e 'on't find yer for
"
hours,
"What on earth do you meant" bellowed Jobshaw, as ha wriggled Into
sight "I've been waiting for him.
you Idiot I I cant fix the car up till
he gets here."
"Want 'Im, de yer?" exclaimed the
surprised countryman.
"Why, I
thought I was 'elpin' yer, guv-noSeein' where you'd tucked yourself
away, I reckoned you wos 'avin' a
game o' 'lde an' seek!" London Mail.
d

EXCUSES
ALL SORTS OF REASONS ARE
GIVEN FOR FAILURE TO TAKE
THE EXAMINATIONS
'
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. The department of education Is buried under examination papers, the results of
the examinations held last month at
every county seat in the state. However, the disposition of these papers
is not aa serious a matter as the ex
cuses of those teachers who shoula
have and did not attend the examina
tions. They all indicate that teachers
are, after all, only children of a larger growth and seem to prove the the
ory of an eminent psychologist that
there is a tendency on the part of
teachers to become like the children
whom thety teach.
One excuse saya that the teacher
started out to. attend the examination
but came to a stream that was so
deep that he could not ford it. An
other teacher writes that she suffered
a sudden attack of biliousness. A third
excuse was that the county seat is a
hundred miles from the school house
and the teacher could, not afford to
be examined. In another case, the
teacher's aunt had died and a common
excuse was that the teacher didn't
know he had to bo examined for a
certificate.
But the law is the law, and al
though the state department is
stretching it until it creaks In exceptional cases, it is in other instances
setting date and place for the teacher
who sends excuses for
to go and be examined. One phase of
the trouble is that in many school
districts where the teacher who was
not examined would he disqualified
to teach any longer, the school term
will end in four or six weeks and it
would be impossible to get a sub.
stitute for teacher dismissed.
Some trouble is also being experienced in enforcing the law regarding
compulsory five months' terra for the
schools, but more and more districts
are falling into line and some are
even reporting ten and eleven months
term and a few are considering tak
ing the advice of the head of the Na
tional Bureau of Education, Dr. Clax- ton, and to hold the school the whole
year around.
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We. are showing only exclusive styles and patterns and
would be pleased to have you look over our lines before
purchasing elsewhere.

Laa Veas'Loading Store

Son
1862

Get a
box.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
Salts, cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, ' remove the soui
and fermenting food and foul gase,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
constipated waste matter and poison
in the bowels.
No odds how sick, headachy, bilious
and constipated you feel, a Cascaret
tonight will straighten you out by
morning. They work while you sleep.
A
box from your druggist will
keep your head clear, 'stomach sweet
and your liver and bowels regular for
months. Don't forget the children
their little insides need a gentle
cleansing too.

It checks the progress of the disorder sections is that devoted to the display

and assists nature to restore normal of Irrigation and
dry farming methods
conditions. Price 25c, 60c and J1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. and products' shown in the exhibits
from Utah, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho
Adv.
and other states.
Luring the two
weeks of the show there will be a sucNATIONAL CORN SHOW
Dallas, Tex., Feb. 10. East
and cession of national anu state meetings
organizations. Tho
west, north and south have joined in of agricultural
elaborate displays of their cereal and program provides also for a series of
other. farm products at the sixth Na- daily lectures on scientific agriculture
tional Corn Exposition, which opened and kindred topics to be delivered by
In this cty today and will continue representatives from the department
for two weeks. The show is the larg- of agriculture at Washington and exest and most representative affair of perts from agricultural colleges and exits kind ever given in the. United periment stations in many states.
States. More states are represented
than ever before, wmle the exhibits
Tlic Man Who Put the
E E s la F E E T
are more numerous and more varied
in their nature. While King Corn
Look for This
Pie.
ture on the Label when buying
reigns supreme in the big exhibition
ALLEN'S r00TEASE
palace, there are few branches of ag- l :
i Th. 4nficn! r ,1 t
h
.
riculture that are nor represented by
Feet. Sold every!
i", Aching
Sample FRHB. Address.
a display. One of the most notable ALLEN
...,hcre'25cS. OLMSTED. Le Boy. N. Y.
Trade-Mar-

k

iiado-aiaru-

-

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
Some victims of la grippe never fully recover the health of the lungs, and
persistent coughing Is weakening. ,Tne
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes it valuable in severe la grippe
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
coughs.
writes: "La grippe left me with a se
vere cough that Foley's Honey and
Tar cured, and I am back to my normal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
RELAY RACE
INTERNATIONAL
New York, Feb. 10. A gala night
has been planned by the New York

Athletic club for Its annual Indoor
games at Madison Square Garden tomorrow night It will be 35 years
since the club gave its first indoor
of the Mermeet, and the
cury Foot will flock to the garden to
show their loyalty to the club after
a third of a century, borne of tne
men who were at the first games, and
who won prizes there, will be seen of
ficiating tomorrow evening.
and
With this reunion of
men of prominence in the business
life of the city there will he other attractions. A program of 16 events,
most of which are limited handicaps,
has been arranged.
The big feature of the meeting will
be an international relay race, with
the United States and Canada as contestants. Four men on a side will figure, with the American team consist-o- f
r
Ted Meredith, the world's
record holder; Mel
and half-milSheppard, Homer Baker and Tom Halpin. Canada will be represented by
George Brock Jack Tait, JV M. Phil-1- !
irishman who has snown
himself to he a flier, and Jack Tres-eideholder of the Dominion records
at 440 and SS0 yards.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

Merest Paid en

of service

Time Deposit
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Wooltex Suits and Coats
Beautiful Silk and Silk Crepe Dress Patterns
Shadow Lace and Chiffon Waists
Novelty Trimming Silks
Cotton Crepes
Rufflings
Gage Hats
I
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Danville,
Greatly Desired Lady,
It would appear, from bits of the so
dollars on your medicine and I feel so
mucn Dewer man i cial gossip of her
day, that Miss Bur
did when the doctor
nearest approach to an ocwas treating me. I cupation was
refusing offers of mar
don't suffer any riage. It is stated in "Intimate Me
bearing down pains moirs of Napoleon III." that the name
at all now and I sleep of the "Prince of Adventurers" was
well. I cannot say connected with
hers; that she refused
enough for Lydia E. the duke of Wellington, and a score ol
Pinkham's Vegeta- lesser
gentlemen.
ble Compound and
For years the great heiress was the
Liver Pills as they most
glittering matrimonial prize In
have done bo much England,
and when at last she confor me. I am en lov sented to
her condition by marchange
all
to
owe
it
ing good health now and
rying an American, a London club wit
tellyour remedies. I take pleasure in
struck a responsive chord by observ-ong- ,
ing my friends and neighbors about
"I don't blame Ashmead Bartleti
501
Mrs.-Mattie
them."
Haley,
tor proposing to the baroness. I've
Va.
Street, Danville,
done It myself. I regard it as a duty
No woman suffering from any form every Englishman owes to his famof female troubles should lose hope un- ily." Youth's Companion.
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
Mongolian Mutton Eaters.
This famous remedy, the medicinal
According to a recent traveler in
which are derived
of
ingredients
Mongolia, the inhabitants of that coun
from native roots and herbs, has for try are great meat
eaters, living in
be
valuamost
a
to
proved
forty years
some cases entirely on mutton. In
feof
the
and
ble tonic
invigorator
comparing the foods, the native will
male organism. Women everywhere ask if
they are as good as mutton. It
bear willing testimony to the wonderful Is not uncommon
for a Mongol to convirtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- sume ten
pounds of meat at one sitble Compound.
ting. He pours mutton fat In his tea,
If you have the slightest doubt which is prepared with milk from
that Lydia E.liakliam' Vegeta- brick tea (the poorest grade pressed in
ble Compounds ill help you.write bricks), and" of this he drinks enorA heavy cold In the lungs that was
mous
to Lydia IlPInUhamMeilicineCo.
quantities; 30 cups a day is not expected to cure Itself has been the
Si dentlal ) Lynn, Mass for adan
uncommon
(con
amount for an adult start-Insin many cases of disvice. Your letter will be opened, There are no regular hours for eating; ease that point,
ended
fatally. The sensible
a
answered
by woman, the native eats when opportuniiy
read and
course is to tale frequent dopes of
in strict confidence.
Va.--

r

which shows the styles that will be worn this

Antoinette, being naturally somewhat satirical, I have become used to
CLEANSE
hearing her describe the family as a "CASCARETS"
small body of humanity entirely surrounded by books, but thl3 morning,
LIVER AND BOWELS
when she observed at the breakfast
table that "There are boois everywhere In this house except the bathroom and the fire escape" I felt oblig WHEN CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY,
ed to reply with a certain show ol
BREATH
BILIOUS,
BAD,
firmness:
STOMACH SOUR
"My dear, your statement is incor

mm

r

OCCASION

Book Lover Seized with Avidity Op
portunity fo,- Stoi'Sjj cJ Mia Beloved Treasures.

WHAT $10

mft eon

We have on display the', following merchandise

r.

"Indeed?" with an Indescribably
ironic rising inflection of which only
the feminine voice is capable. "And
may I ask why?"
"Because, my dear, the fire escape ie
not in the house. It is something
quite exterior. However," I went on
hurriedly, seeing my chance and bold
ly resolving to seize it. "I have been
thinking- of the fire escape for some
time. It has occurred to me that it
could be inclosed at a trifling expense
and would in thaftorm afford a good
IOWA FARMER GRAIN DEALERS
deal of wall Bpace and shelf room
FeD.
10.
United
Waterloo, la.,
which I 'could utilize to advantage, at
States Senator Kenyon Is scheduled as the same time
room for
leaving
the chief speaker at the annual con egress in case of need."ample
vention of the Iowa Farmers Grain
Dealers' association, which met in this
Seeing Lions.
city today and will continue in session
"To see the lions of the town,"
until Thursday. The association is one a phrase in everyday use and of very
of the largest
organiza ancient English origin. During sii
tions of its kind in the country. Nearly centuries, dating from the time ol
one thousand members were on hand Edward III, one of the sights ol
London most eagerly sought out bj
when the convention began Its pro
people from the rural districts and
An
this
address
ceedings
mornlsg.
by travelers as well, was the lion
menag
President Thomas McManus and an erie of the tower.
address of welcome by Mayor E. C
When lions were substituted on the
Thompson were features of the open-nin- English shield for the leopards, the
animals in the tower were changed
session.
to accord.
The three lions were named foi
DID
three living kings, and the fortune ol
each king was supposed by many te
be closely bound up with the fate ol
the tower animal which bore hie
name. The lions accordingly were
treated with the greatest respect and
and their keepers were
The Price She Paid for Lydia consideration,
always, according to the old records,
"gentlemen."
After some time the Hons were reWhich Brought
moved to the Zoological gardens at
Good Health.
Kegent park.
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BABY LAXATIVE WILL
GUICKLY RELIEVE THE USUAL
t CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE
It Is often difficult to tell just what

A GENTLE

SCHOOLS

the matter with a crying, peevish
baby or child too young to express its
feelings In words, but as a general
rule the mother will find that there is
a tendency to constipation, which has
brought on a headache or nervousness.
The little one has no pain, but feels
"out of sorts."
The first thing to try is a family
remedy containing good but mild laxative properties, and many mothers
will say that their choice would be
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers keep it in the house
for such emergencies, among whom
may be mentioned Mrs. John Kirch,
Jr., 1627 Abstract Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa. iShe has been giving it" successfully to little Walter, whose picture
we present at three months, when he
weighed 14 pounds. He is a healthy,
laughing youngster today and Mrs.
Kirch gladly gives Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin credit. It saves many an
illness and many a, large doctor bill,
for by administering it promptly when
the first symptoms of illness are noticed it prevents a serious ailment.
that no
It Is so pleasant-tastinchild will refuse U, and as lit does not
gripe, the child is glad to take It
again. A bottle can be obtained of
any druggist for fifty cents or one
Is

BIG COLLEGES LOST MANY STAR
ATHLETES BY GRADUATION
LAST YEAR

With the spring
track and field schedules completed
and large equadfl of athletes training
at all the eastern universities, it is
possible to secure a general line on
the activities and prospects of the
various teams for the season of 1914.
TVhile all the leading colleges report
many veteran and novice cinder ana
turf performers In training there appears to be little indication at this
time of unusual advantage at any one
particular institution with the possible
exception of Pennsylvania. According to general report there Is a noticeable lack of sensational novice mater
ial for varBity teams and trainers are,
as a rule, counting upon the veterans
of the past two seasons for the points
which may he reasonably apportioned
.mong the colleges so early in the
season.
Using the intercollegiate champion- ship meet of last year as a basis upon
which to work it is seen that Pennsylvania, which won the 1913 title with
a score of 24 points, is again favored
with athletic material of considerable
strength. The Red and Blue appears contests has veteran and novice comto have the best balanced team in petitors who should win places in both
sight, .being strong in every position dual and championship meets. The
except hurdling. Llppincott and
Blue, has Captain Brown, who won
half-miland Potwinners of the 100 and 220, and the
e
champion, are in ter, second in the 220 hurdles, as a
McCurdy,
,:eredith, world's nucleus. Oler, 1913 freshman team
Young
training.
mile, captain, is expected to win a place
record holder for the one-hal- f
will be eligible this' spring. Kelly is in the high jump and Talbott to do
an excellent performer at both the as well in the hammer throw. If
In Lane Trainer Mack can develop several
410 and the broad 'ump.
cap- high class sprinters and distance run
has
a
high
jumper
Pennsylvania
able of clearing six feet consistently. ners the Elis will prove formidable.
In the weights and pole vault the
Prospects at Princeton are not as
Quakers are well supplied with high satisfactory as at New Haven for the
lass performers.
Tigers lost 14 of the 1913 team by
The outlook at Harvard, which
graduation. To offset this the 1916
second with 21
points, is not class will furnish a number of athletes
so satisfactory, and Coaches Powers who did well in freshman track com&n& Donovan will have to develop a petition.
One or two athletes inelnumber of new men if the Crimson igible last, spring will also be able to
team is to repeat its record of last compete. Those taken together with
season. The Cambridge squad prom- the 11 veterans available should proises to be strong in the middle and vide a team numerically strong but
long distance runs and the weight Trainer Keene Fitzpatrick will finevents. Manjy point winners were ish better than ninth place which was
lost by graduuation last June and the Princeton's mark as $, result of the
freshman material of 1913 is not; par- six points collected at Cambridge in
ticularly promising when compared to the IntercoUegiate's last day.
that of the other colleges of the east.
At Cornell Trainer Jack Moakley
The question of the scene of the
football game is alhas 140 athletes in training. The Ith- 1914 Army-Nav- y
aca team finished fourth with 17
discussed
ty representa
ready being
points in 1913 being defeated for third tives of the two academies. The proiplace by Michigan. Moakley has stat- posal to play the game in. the Yale
ed that he faces an unusually hard stadium, which will hold 60,000 specproblem this year since he must de- tators, is receiving favorable considvelop virtually a new team. Of the eration at West Point but it is said
point winners of last season but Roll- that the Navy will not agree upon the
er and Van Kennan remain. This long trip to New Haven. Lientenant
points of the Cornell D. P. Sultan, the Army representative,
pair won 3
score. To onset tara neavy joss Dy states:
"We are now negotiating with the
graduation the team will be strengthened by a number of promising
Navy in regard to the place for next
cruits from last year's freshman team year's Army-Nav- y
game, but have
and several athletes ineligible in 1913. reached no agreement as yet. So far
Two of the latter are David Caidwell, as the Army is concerned the Yale
formerly of Massachusetts Agricultur- lield would be entirely uatisfactory,
r,
and Morrison, a but I am afraid that the distance from
al college, a
hi?h jumper from Leland Stanford. Annapolis to New Haven Is so great
Judging from the material in sight that the authorities at the naval acadCornell should be .strong in field emy would not agree to play the game
events and middle distance runs but in the Yale Bowl."
weak in sprints and hurdles.
T. CeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the
Dartmouth, which won fifth place committee of 21 in charge of the build''
ut the I. A. A. A. A. meet with 14
ing of the Bowl, says:
points, is not optimistic regarding the
'"In regard to ihe possibility of the
track team. Coach Harry Hillman Yale .bowl being used for the Army-Nav- y
states, that like Cornell, graduation
football game wnen completed,
cut heavily into the point winners. I should be very strongly in favor of
The present sophomore class contains such a plan If it could be brought
few athletes above the ordinary stan- about. It would undoubtedly give tha
dard. Of the 22 athletes who won Army and Navy facilities they have
their letters In 1913 but eight remain never enjoyed, but I am. fearful that
and of these Whitney, the shotVput the Navy would object on the ground
(champion, Is the only sura point win- of the, distance."
ner1. Fair material is in sight for the
one-hal- f
and mile run, the hurdles and
The former Carlisle Indian School
the pole vault.
football center Wheelock, who until
Yala is at present weak In distance recently was a student at the Univerrunners but in both sprints and field sity o! Idaho, has abandoned the idea
reof further college education and
turned to his teepee. Football Coach
Griffith la bemoaning the loss of the
famous redman whose sudden departure he is unable to explain.
New York, Feb. 10.

g

Pet-erso-

inter-collegia-

two-mil-

fln-iah-

2

3

half-mile-

:

2

I?

danio

"Dad" Moulton, recent trainer at
the Stanford university, is authority
for the statement that tha Palo Alto
recUniversity has a future world's
ord sprinter In young Dick Grant of
Portland, Ore. Grant has a record
seconds for the hundred
of 10
echolastio runner and Is
a
as
yards
run Inside of 10 seconds
to
expected
this spring.
1-- 5

-

Aituu'nq.

Walter Camp, la & recent address
to the Tale alumni of Rhode Island
on the Yale athletic eituatlon and the
prospects for the future spoke In an
optimistic vein as follows:
"It is perfectly true that In the last

FEBRUARY

Graduate Athletic Manager Warren
Bovard, of the University of Southern
California, has received word from the
mm Oxford
University Rugby Football asm
sociation that the English teams will
be glad to play a series of matches
with the Southern California team
next winter. In order to make the
trip to? England at least a month's absence from college would be necessary.
If the series is arranged the invasion
will be undertaken wiring the Christmas holiday period.

(

CANADA HAS PARCEL POST

10, 1914.

KEYSTONE

Check the Sycptes
cf
Treble
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EDITORS
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FATHER

Ottawa; Ont, Feb. 10. The Canadian parcel post, for which preparations have been going forward for
many months, became an accomplished fact today, when Hon. Louis P.
WALTER J. KIRCH
Pelletier, postmaster general of the
dollar, the latter being tne size bought Dominion, formally inaugurated the
by families already familiar with its service by dropping the first package
merits. Results are always guaran- into the mails. In the method of fixing rates according to the zone systeed or monay will be refunded.
tem
and in many of its other leading
Syrup Pepsin is for all the family
from infancy to old age, and because features the Canadian service follows
of Its mildness families should prefer closely after the similar service esif above all other remedies. It is ab- tablished a year ago in the United
solutely safe and reliable. You wall States. Each province constitutes a
never again give cathartics, pills, salts, separate zone except that tha marl-tim- e
provinces are embraced in one.
or such harsh physics, for they are
An
feature designed to ben- important
case
usually unnecessary, and in the
of children, women and elderly peo- efit the local merchants is that a
territory- around every postofflce
ple are a great shock to the system,
is a local zone, enjoying rates considand hence should be avoided.
Families wishing to try a free sam- erably lower than those provided for
in the provincial zones.
ple bottle can obtain It postpaid by
For the first three mdnths of operaaddressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
tion
111.
parcels up to six pounds only are
A
Washington St., Monticello,
to be taken. Afterwards when the
postal card with your name and adsystem gets into proper running order
dress on it will do.
the full limit of 11 pounds will be
two or three years we haven't pro- carried. The local zone system is exgressed as we used to progress. I pected to be of great benefit to merhave said it was not easy to win but chants and also to farmers and gar
it was simple. We did it by not mak- deners who can use the mails for sending a mistake twice. When we found ing produce to their local market at
out a mistake one year we did not low rates. A parcel of 11 pounds can
make that mistake the next year. We be sent 20 miles for two cents a pound
are not looking for 'easy fruit.' If we and this is expected to give the farmare down, we have made some start ers a decided advantage in marketing
all along the line. Now, we are going eggs and other perishable matter. It
on in the'same way with baseball as will also give a decided advantage to
last year, playing it from the bottom, the country merchant over the city deand we have a first class coach in partment stores. The former can send
out goods in parcels up to 11 pounds
Quinby, who knows the game and can
to his customers at two cents a pound,
handle men.
"The crew situation is in the hands while if the same goous were ordered
of a committee. Tney have a hard, from a concern more than 20 miles
task. The idea is not to have three distant, it would cost about. five cents
different systems, and an inoffensive a pound for postage.
The next rate is fixed for the pro
set of eight men to stand for it, but
to get men in charge who will develop vince in which the pareJ. Is posted,
a continuous policy. Armstrong will the first pound to be 10 cents and each
be in charge and we have Guy Nick-all- additional pound four cents. For an
who is probably the master Eng- adjacent province the rate of 10 cents
lish oar, both in performance and for the first pound applies, but for
coach work. We can't hope to have each additional pound an extra charge
Nickalls and keep him there for more of two cents is imposed, making the
than a year or two, and we want rate 10 cents for the first pound and
some one who will stay on, who will six cents fo'r"'"each subsequent pound.
Beyond the province adjoining the
carry on the same system. Mr. Eugene
one
in which the parcel is mailed, an
"will
with
Giannlni
work
Armstrong
ups
and Mr. Nickalls. He ha3 not had additional two cents a pound is impos
That's Foley's Honey and Tar Comed
each
to
for
has
that
be
four-milcolprovince
has
the
confidence of your
pound. It
experience la coaching
crossed to the destination of the par druggist, who knows it will give you
committee
the
but
crews,
hopes
lege
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States-borthat the arrangement will work out. cel up to a maximum charge of 12
Ga., says; "I have used Folev's
a
cents
pound.
In football we have one of the old
Honey and Tar Compound in my famschool Frank Hinkey who, in addiily and have sold it in my store and
tion to being one of the old school MAKES OLD PEOPLE STRONG AND it never fails to cure." Refuse a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
WELL
players, has always been a man who
Drug Store. Adv.
to
want
We
news
old
to
the
all
get
is
to
is willing
try a new play. He
about Rexall Olive Oil EmulNEW MAIL CRANE
ready to move, and I should think we people
remarkable new
a
sion,
can progress in good fashion there
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 10. A new flexwe
is
which
berieve
the
best
firmly
and take up the work from where we
ible mail crane, designed to save the
remedy ever made to overcome the lives of locomotive
left it last year."
engineers, has been
Inof
weakening, debilitating effects
and is being manufactured
worked
out
old age. It helps to rebuild
According to statistics recently com- creasing
in the shops of the Atchison, Topeka
wasted
tissues,
strengthen the nerves, and Santa
facpiled by the Princeton University
Fe railway in Topeka. The
and give new energy and a lively feelulty athletic committee, Michigan
a product of many years
invention
is
alleads in the number of students avail- ing to the hotly. It contains no
of study by Harry Hobson, signal su
able for varsity and freshman athletic cohol or dangerous drug. It may not pervisor of the eastern lines of the
teams. Cornell is second and Colum- make you feel better for a few days, Santa Fe, headquarters in Topeka.
bia third. The enrollment of atheltic but if you do not feel much better and
For years, since the adoption of the
taken a
material, if itlnay be termed as such, stronger before you have
Peirce mail crane, the Santa Fa has
as
of
much as you have taken
is as follows: Michigan, 5,193; Cor- quarter
'been losing engineers through accH
other medicines that have not helped
nell, 4,500; Pennsylvania 3,700; Coldents in connection with the construcwe will gladly give back your
umbia, 3,517; Harvard 3,253; Wiscon- you,
tion of this apparatus. Engineers
sin, 2,730; Yale, 2,500; Illinois, 2,400; money.
been killed by coming in contact
have
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion contains
Mlnesota, 1,838; Princeton, 1,325 and
the
steel arm ot the crane as It
with
pure Olive Oil and the Hypophosphites extended out to deliver
Dartmouth 1,297.
the mail bags
which, though they have long been
to the postal cars.
endorsed by successful physicians, are
The Hobson Improvement will pre
here for the first time combined. The
vent fatal accidents of this kind.
g
a
Is
nerve
real body,
result
and
The arms of the mail crane have been
that we believe
hinged a loose connection. If the
to
anything else in overA Duty that Every Man Owes to Those is superior
engineer comes In contact with the
who Perpetuate the Race.
coming debility, weakness and liabilarm, it swings to one side and he is
ity to disease, and to tone and in no
danger of being knocked from
strengthen the nerves and enrich the the cab or killed. A minor
injury may
blood. , You who are weak and runsuch as any little tap on the
down you who are often troubled by result
head would produce but there is no
various cold "weather ailments, use
of a fatality.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion to get and danger
Fe is manufacturing the
Santa
The
keep well and strong. It is a sensible new crane in the
shops in Topeka. If
pleasant-tastinaid to renewed
a success, the road
proves
the
design
It Is Just as Important that men should strength, better
spirits, glowing
will install the cranes all
know of progressive methods in advance of
undoubtedly
motherhood.
The suffering, pain and dis- health. If It doesn't help you, come over the system.
tress Incident to
can be easily and tell us and we will give back
voided by having at hand a bottle of
your money without a word. That Is 0m
Mother's Friend.
This is a wonderful, penetrating, exter- how much faith we have in it. Sold
nal application that relieves all tension
at the 7,000 Rexall Stores, and
upon the muscles and enables them to expand only
without the painful strain npon the liga- in this town only fcy us, $1.00. E. G.
ments. Thus there is avoided all those nerMurphey, Cor. 6th and Douglas Sts.,
vous spells ; the tendency to nausea or morning BickneBs Is cdunteracted, and a bright, East Lad Vegas, N. 'M. Adv.
Usc& D. D. D.
sunny, happy disposition Is preserved that
reflects wonderfully npon the character and
All Ilcl-- J 13 Gsne !
ST. LOUIS HEIRESS A BPIDE
temperament of the little one soon to open
its eyes In bewilderment at the Joy of his
This !s the actual experience of Anne
St. Louis, Feb. 10. A notable wedTon can obtain a bottle of
arrival.
Santa Kosa, t'jil.. witb the won'Mother's Friend" at any drug store at ding In this city today was that of Croman,
derful 1. I. D.n'resi'.nption.
D D. D. is the proven Ktwms Curl
11.00, and It will be the best dollar's wortU Miss Gladys Cupples scudder, daughthe "mild wash that gives inamnt relief
you ever obtained.
It preserves the moth,
8kin trouble
er'i health, enables her to make a quick ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wiiiam H. Scud-de- r In all formstheof skin
of all impurities
Cleanses
and complete recovery, and thug with reand grand daughter of the late wanhes
blotches ami pimples,
away
newed strength she will eagerly devote
and healthy
smooth
a3
skin
the
St. leaving
herself to the care and attention which Samuel Cupples, the well known
child.
as thiit ofr
mean so much to the welfare of the child. T.ouls merchant and
rtt tVila wniflpi-fi'- l
A1 l.nffln
r
philanthropist.
i
''1 re toilay and keep it in tUa
Write to the Bradfleld Regulator Co., 129
nd Henry MeRpe, son of Mrs. William ho"ne.
Lamar Bids., Atlanta, Ga., for their
e
We K;, .w that 1. D. D. will do all that
and instructive book of guidance for i VcRpb of this cltv. The bride Is
la cUimcU fur iu
expectant mothers. Get a bottle of Moth) "
E Las Veqas. N M
ne of the wealthiest voun? wcrrrn in
er' Friend

1

STATE

Harrisburg, Pa.", Feb. 10. Molders of IMA
public opinion in the Keystone state
were much in evidence in the capital
One of the many reasons why Lung
Trouble Is so dlitlcult to taht Is because today. The association was the openi
a
Is
of
very flattering
often
the disense
nature. The patient may look well, but la ing of the annual meeting of the Penn,
LI
UUUdlLl-by
L
reality lg fast losing strength
sylvania State Editorial association,
night sweats, fever and cough.
These symptoms should be cheeked as the
Pennsylvania Associated Dailies
quickly as possible. Kckman's Alterative
"Is beneficial In checking fever and night and the Association of
Weekly Newssweats and It has brought about many
case:
The program provided for a
papers.
complete recoveries. Read this
805 W. 86th St., New York.
"Gentlemen: I am writing you this tes- joint session of the several bodies,
timonial that others may know what with addresses
by well known news HAROLD SELLERS OF ALBUQUER4
your Alterative has done for nie. Since I
was a very young woman I was a suf- paper men and others.
QUE FAILS TO ENLIGHTEN
I tried doctor
ferer from Bronchitis.
after doctor, getting little or no bene,
EL PASO REPORTERS
j
fit. Finally I bad night sweats, weak
THE WAY OUT
spells and lost rapidly in weight and my
doctor told me If they were Dot checked
From Weakness to Power by Food
Harold Sellers, son of our popular
Miss Mary
I would have Lung Trouble.
Korhanier, who Is a friend of mine, reRoute
well known and. busy little exe
and
covered after taking your Alterative and
Insisted that I try It. I am now, after
of Albuquerque, says it is easy
cutive
two years, perfectly well, strong and
Getting the right start for the day's to make a noise like a mayor if yoa
healthy."
MRS. ROSA VOELPEU
(Affidavit).
work often means the difference be just give them the glad hand and tha
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckmnn's Alterative hug been proven by tween doing things
in wholesome hot air and look fairly wise. Harold
many years' test to be mont efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections, comfort, or dragging along half dead has returned from El Paso, whera
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
all day.
he acted as Albuquerque
Colds and in upbuilding the system.
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
There's more in the use of proper
with signal success and got his
for
Ask
twoklet
drugs.
telling
of recoveries, nnrt write to Eekmtiu food than many people ever dream of name in all the papers, cays the At
evifor
Laboratory.
Philadelphia,
Pn.,
more's the pity.
dence. For Bale by all leading druggists
biiquerque Herald.
and E. G. Murphey and Central Drug
"Three years I began working In
'It was easier to be mayor," said
a general store," writes a man, "and Harold to his indignant father today,
Company.
between frequent deliveries and more "than to try to explain to that bunch
St. Louis. She is one of the heiresses frequent customers, I was kept on my
why I wasn't mayor and then, after
of the late Samuel Cupples, who left feet from morning Jill night.
I got into it there was no way to
a fortune of nearly $2,000,000 to be
"Indigestion had troubled me for back out I made a good mayor and
held in trust for her mother, her sls- - some time, and in fact my slight did
you credit, Dad. What you kickter and herself.
breakfast was taken more from habit ing about?"
than appetite. At first this insufficThe following interesting item ar- Vanish Away ient diet was not noticed much, but
in the El Paso Herald under
pears
Men and women having backache, at work
it made me weak and hungry "Picked Up In Hotel Lobbies."
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley long before noon.
"Albuquerque Is rapidly becoming
"Yet a breakfast of rolls, fried foods one of the
Kidney Pills are successful everygreat cities in the south
where in driving out these ills. That and coffee meant neadache, nausea
said
H. B. Sellers, mayor ot
west,"
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a and kindred discomforts Either
way that city, at the Paso del Norte yestertrue medicine and quickly effective in
all diseases that result from weak, in- I was losing weight and strength, day. Mr. Sellers is here to attend
active kidneys and urinary irregulari- when one day a friend suggested that the banquet at the del Norte this even
ties. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross I try a 'Grape-Nut- s
breakfast.'
ing of the chamber of commerce la
Drug Store. Adv.
"So I began with some stewed fruit,
honor of Secretaries Houston and
Grape-Nut- s
and cream, a soft boiled McAdoo, and Incidentally to do whatTO DISCUSS ANTI-- f RUST LAW
egg, toast and a cup of PoBtum. By
can In having Albuquerque
Washington, Feb. 10. Thorough dis- noon I was hungry but with a healthy, ever he
placed in a regional district where sho
law normal
cussion of the Sherman anti-truappetite. The weak, languid can derive the most benefit.
and regulation of corporate activity is
feeling was not there.
The chief executive of Albuquerque
to be had at the second annual meet"My head was clearer, nerves steadiand with
ing of the National Chamber of Com- er than for months. Today my stom- is an ardent baseball fan
is do
fandom
other
members
the
of
is"
to
merce, which
begin its sessions ach is strong, my appetite normal, my
in his power to Itava t
everything
ing
in this city tomorrow. Several hunbodily power splendid and head alAlbuquerque in an organized basedred representative business men from
ways clear."
ball league. It Is very likely that
all sections of the country are here
Name given by Postum Co., Battle the
city will either hold a berth this
to take part iu the proceedings. Secre"
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
summer
in the Copper league or la
men
Labor
Wilson
other
and
of
tary
in pkgs. "There's a Reason." a
league with Trinidad, Colo,, and
of prominence will address the gathEver read the above letter? A new other towns in that vicinity.
ering.
one appears from time to time. They
Incidentally, Mayor Sellers Is anx
are genuine, true, and full of human ious to promote an automobile tour
VIRGINIA ROAD BUILDERS
interest.
from El Paso to Albuquerque during
Richmond, Va., Feb. 10 The third
the fair next fell. He tried to have
annual convention of the Virginia Road
liuilders' association began in this city CLOTHIERS MEET IN MASON CITY a tour to that city run last fall, but
Mason City, Ia.r Feb. 10. Mason for some reason it did not materialtoday and will continue over tomorrow. Road maintenance and ''the use City is entertaining for three days the ize.
of convict labor m road building are annual convention of the retail clothA scald, burn, or severe cut heals
scheduled as the leading subjects for iers of Iowa. Many prominent repreif neglected. The familv that
discussion. Nearly all of the counties sentatives of the trade were present slowly a bottle
of BALLARD'S SNOW
keeps
of
at
the
the
today.
gathering
opening
of the state are represented at the1
LINIMENT on hand is always preA feature of the convention will be a
y
meeting.
pared for such accidents. Price 25c,
banquet, with Henry C. Lytton of Chi- 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown- cago as the chief speaker.
,
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Backache-Rheumatis-

.
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Well-ville,-

Piles Cured in 6 to 14 Days
Druggists refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT
falls to cure Itching,
riiind. Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
First application gives relief. 25c.

Don't You Bnllevo

It

annot be cured. Don't you believe it'
"hamberlain's
Tablets have cured,
Vliers whv not vou? (Civs them
trial. Thev cost onlv a ouarter. Fori
sale by all dealers. Adv.
--
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children's young eyes with poor illumination when Electric Light is
so economical? you will find it
wonderfully convenient at a trifling

1

If you are not now enjoying the benefits of Electric Light in your home,

3
bw4

you should have your house wired
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
have no fear for your walls, ceilings
or decorations The wiring can be
done quickly and without any dirt

or muss.

Phone us TODAY, or call at our office relative to equ pping your home

for complete electric service. Or any
reputable electrical contractor will
give you a low estimate.

child-bearin-

flf

w

11

P!('i-rni-

valu-abl-

I
I

,

cost.

blood-buildin-

e

ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine light for
the little ones, soft, steady and
safe. School work me ins night
study. Will you endanger your
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satirically touched on by Martial
nearly two thousand years ago.
The old saying, "The surgeon buries
his mistakes," has its exemplification
in Martial's epigram ori the surgeon
turned undertaker.

s

.

.
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In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money
rder, if sent otherwise we will not
s responsible for loss.
(Specimen copies free on application

(Cash

there's phryx, that fine old
winebibher,
Blind of one eye of the other blear ;
His doctor Heras said "Drop alcohol.
Fdr if you take it, you'll not seat
all." .".
....
Laughing, Phryx wished his 'eye J a
last goodbye
And ordered cups to he mixed fre
quently;
D'vou want to know the conse
quences? Why,
'Twas wine to Phryx, but poison to
his eye.

Aulus,

.

PAPERS DISCONTINUED

LL

AT

EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
sargest dally and weekly circulation
cf any newspaper In northern New

.

Mexico.

Disease due to luxurious habits had
multiplied greatly in Rome. What was
called gout, that is, pains and aches
TELEPHONES
--justness Office
....Main 2 in joints and muscles, and the vague
News Department
.....Main 9 conditions that we now call rheuma
tism had also greatly increased. Pliny,
who was an older contemporary of
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 19.11.
Martial, says: "Gout used to be an
extremely rare disease, not in the
U US IN ESS SIDE OF LIFE
times of our fathers and grandfathers
INSURANCE
my own mem
only, but
ory." Although the gouty were usu
Not ions
it Was frennontlv ooM ally rich and of luxurious habits,
'
A maa
'o followed that occupa some of them, evidently, were not
tion that he was "only a life insurance good pay.
agent." It may he said of him yet
n occasions, but
Diodorus, while he sues in court,
gradually he is
On gouty feet can stand;
n, mg away from the first word of
tiie sentence, for ho-iwhen the lawyer's bill is brought
But
in
engaged
business of which the world has never
The gout sets fast his hand.
yet neen tho equal.
Life insurance is not for the pur
Evidently, says The Journal of the
pose of lessening the sorrows of those American Medical Association, many
who are left behind and should not counterparts of the men and manners
to
1)0 looked upon in that
light. It has of Martial's time could be found
a human side to it, of course, or there day.
0
would be no life insurance. There is
a noble and unselfish principle involved, for the man who struggles to,
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
pay life insurance year in and year out
it. not doing so for a selfish end.
!
But looked at from another stand
Santa Fe, Feb. 10. La Bandera
point a man is a machine, of a certain
tixed value to his family. Under or Americana," the official republican
dinary conditions he may expect to paper of Bernalillo county, announces
live out the span of his years, sup- in its editoriral columns the candidacy
porting his children until they are of Elfegoi Baca for member of conable to supply their own wants. He gress, and urges all the republicans
may live to old asre with his wlfo. hut. of Bernalillo and the slate of New
there is the possibility that the ma- Mexico to give their entire support to
Mr. Baca, whom "La Bandera" praises
chine may not last.
Life insurance makes good the con- as the most competent Spanish-Americafor the position. Concluding "Ia
tract which the man who dies prematurely fails to carry out It enables Bandera" says:
"The gentleman to which we inake
him to do his duty to his loved ones,
reference
is the Honorable Elfego
regardless of the fact that the hand
Bacal and is tha man La Bandera proof death has been laid upon him.
In the United States in 1860 there poses, very respectfully, ? as 'the rewere 49,000 policies in force, insuring public (candidate for member of
there is no doubt that his
$141,000,000. Today there are approxi
will be accepted and welnomination
20,000,000
mately
polices, valued at
523,000,000,000.
The man who was comed by the republicans of the
"only a life insurance agent" has done whole state."
his part in this work.
Adjutant General Herring Arrives
The adjutant general, Harry T. Her
ring,
today sprung his second surprise
O LD-TIE M ED ICA L U UM OK on. his friends
by arriving home from
his trip east several days ahead ot his
It has been said that there are .al- schedule. The first surprise was the
together only ,29 jokes in the worhl, announcement of his wedding in New
and that most of these can be found York some ten days ago. General
in the specimens of Roman humor
Herring and his bride arrived here
which have ibeea preserved for us by late yesterday, and are at present at
the eatirjsts and. wite of the classical the Montezuma although they are aland
periods, How far ready looking for a permanent loca-tiotills may he true is a question, but
Lieutenant F. C. Test, Twenty-secontn. excellent illustration of it Is af
infantry, who had been la
forded by Dr. Raymond Crawfurd's charge of the adjutant general's office
recent article in the London Lancet during his absence, ,left for Doming
on "Martial and Medicine." Martial
Friday evening intending to attend
waa the acutely observant satituit the
mustering in of the Doming comic of a ci(y that In the co.ir
ami
pany Saturday night, and visit Silver
cf a little mora than, a century had City and El P;o before returning. He
a
in population from less thar
to rft'iro Thursday of this
two week, tho patno day General Herring
i Liiitnitd i! ..lai'jul io
! ::::in.
Ts.to !:;..t ol
lhe werUfh of was expected.
i wmvj
and ic ii.
poun-d- ,
Chanai Agents
.iu8 -of all nations seeking to
T?wn company,
The Groat Wi'st'-ran Arizona corporation, today .filed
' '" t '
t J '", l.r.own lo iiH'il- - with t'.:n Ptaio corporation commis"' arc foiin.i in l'i":e
.
i
sion, notice limt John VV. Lanier of
;.
'.''
,.:,y t:.oi.,.".t Raton woi.M
lis
h the resi!
l
wire t.'.i :orour'y find dent agent of the concern.
even-withi-
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DISEASE

Entered at the postofflco at East
I
ill; but soon Symmachus sought
jss Vegaa, New Mexico, for trans- - lay me
"
toiflBion through the United S'ates
of a hundred young men
With
class
a
as second clasa matter.
Whose hundred cold paws have
brought me .
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
The fever I lacked till then.
;
,
.;!
Dally, by Carrier
8Tr Copy
$ M
Martial ridicules the ialse adorn&m Week
. J5 ments worn by the women of his time.
.65 He originated the quip that "they lie
One Month
One Year
7.50 who say that Phoebe dyes her hair
black she buys it black."
Daily, by Mall
ne year (in advance)
$6.00
While the poet pokes fun at the
OIx Months (in advance)
8.00 oculists and indeed seems to have a
7.50 little grudge againsts specialists, he
Due Year (in arrears)!
Kii Months (in arrears)
3.75 pictures one of them warning his
patient that if he continues to indulge
in liberal potations he will surely lose
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
his sight, as dimness of vision has al
GROWER
Tho craving , is too
One Year
$2.00 ready begun.
S1! Months
. 1.00 strong for the patient and his- sight
is lost.
;

puis me VILLAGE

AFFECTED BY

Diaulus undertook of late
The operator's art,
But now prefers to operate
The undertaker's part.
The fact that there was clinical
teaching and that patients complain
ed of abuses in It is. shown by one
of Martial's epigrams:
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SUGAR BEETS AND NASTURTIUMS
HARMED BY THE SAME
BACTERIA

PLANT

.

ble.

It so happened that about a month
before this, a man who was interested
in growing nasturtiums in Virginia
found many of the leaves of his nasturtium bed affected witli
watery
spots. He watched them and found
that after a few days the spots turned
yellow and later the tissue fell out.
He thought perhaps someone 'interest-- 1
ed in plant pathology would1 tike' to
examine the leaves and might he able
to tell him what the matter "was and
what to do for his plants. ' So he
sent them to the bureau of plant
Another:4aboratory assistant
examined these leaves and found the
cells in the diseased places filled
with bacteria which were very active.
She used the laboratory methods for
getting this germ out of tho leaves
and proved that she4iad the right one
that had caused the trouble.
When the
sugar heet
leaves arrived in Washington the laboratory assistant examined the leaves
and found numerous haoteria in the
diseosed spots. She isolated these
bacteria from the sugar beet leaves by
the usual method and proved that she
had the germ that had caused the dis
ease.
For a long time it was thought that
these two diseases were caused by
two different organisms, as it was nat
ural to suppose, and the two assistants
worked out the life Histories of the
two germs. Then one day while they
were talking about their work they
discovered from the many tests they
had made that instead of different
germs the two were exactly alike
They were surprised at this and made
many subsequent tests to prove .that,
they had made no mistakes; then they
produced the nasturtium disease on
nasturtium leaves, using the germ they
had gotten from' the disease beet
leaves, and they produced the beat leaf
disease on tfie sugar beet leaves, us
ing the germ they had gotten out of
the nasturtium leaves. These last
teats established their case.
As the appearance of these two diseases was entirely different on the
two host plants, it is- evident that the
whole story about a bacterial disease
cannot alwaye determined from its
'
history on one kind of plant. As a
are
rule
restricted to
general
parasites
single crop or to closely related crops
but in some cases the same little
germ may be as destructive, or even
more destructive to other plants not
at all related to the plant on which
the disease was first discovered.
dark-spotte- d
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ADVANCE

SUPPLY AND PRESSURE ARE
ERNED AUTOMATICALLY;
;
NO MEN EMPLOYED

GOV-

CLEWS SAYS BUSINESS WILL
INTEREST
PROVE
SINCE
RATES HAVE DROPPED

if:y'''of Farmington, Mich.,
The village
has one of the most
water works .systems in the country.
The water is pumped from Minder-groun- d
springs, and, 'with the aid of
electricity, a supply i8 automatically
maintained sufficient for general purposes and for fire protection;
Farmington is located 18 miles from
Detroit It is a village of 600 inhabitants located in a farming community. The water works equipment is
housed in a
building 32x50
feet, with an addition in the rear covering the two wells. ' The first floor
is divided into two portions, the first
part being devoted to the fire fighting apparatus, such as hose cart and
ladder rtruCk, belonging to the volunteer fire department The other portion is used for the pressure tank,
furnace, switchboard, etc. There is
a cistern under the floor which will
hold 60,000 gallons of water. The
pressure tank will hold 13,000 gallons.
In the well house are located the
pumps, an air compressor and a small
The second floor ot the'
workshop.
halht'twhero
building is the town
X'

''"

Washington, Feb. lo. One summer
a department of agriculture pathologist was walking through a sugar beet
field in Utah and saw a patch of
leaves, spotted and blotched with black,
r:
irregular spots. He had seen many
beet fields and was familiar with the
common leaf disease, but these Mack
spots were different from any that
he had noticed before. He picked a
number of the leaves and sent them
to Washington to have one of his laboratory assistants examine them and
if possible find the cause of the trou-
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The water is pumped from the wells
with electric motors - driving through
gear systems. The wells are 3.5 inches
in diameter and 170 feet deep. The
air compressor is also driven by an
electric motor. The fire pump in the
main rooni draws water, in ease of
fire, from the cistern. It is driven hy
a 30 horse power electric motor. The
pump has a capacity of 300 gallons a
minute and affords ample protection
for the village. The automatic operation of this system is as follows: The
smaller pump working continuously
pumping into the pressure system, the
pressure will drop when more water
is being used than being pumped.
When the pressure drops to 30 pounds
the fire pump cuts in and pumps
water from the cistern into the pres
sure system until the pressure reaches
50 pounds, when it stops. When the
water level in the cistern drops below
a certain level the large pump cuts In
and fills the cistern. 'When the use
of water is small andi;the pressure is
light the smaller pump will also stop.
There is no need of an operator in
a plant of this kind. The village em
ploys a man for a small sum to in
spect the equipment and keep it oiled
and in repair; this he can do In about
an hour every day. The labor cost for
operation therefore is negligible. As
there is no meter on the water sup
plied, it is Impossible to give any cost
for the water pumped. The monthly
bills for electric power, at 4 cents
per kilowatt hour less 5 per cent for
prompt payment, are as follows:
$40.77; $10.3,3;
$27.17, two months;
$6.18; $72.73, two months; $31.77;
$32.42; $39.91; $48.34: $48.37.
Ail water is paid for by meter

and
the meters are now being installed
for this purpose. There are 48 consumers at present but, many are be
ing added all the time. TheM is a
minimum charge of $1.50 per quarter
which filjow-- the consumer to use 9
000 gaqns.
.jWln niorewattr ihan
this Is tised, ''there is a charge of if
January Tax Collections
County treasurers reports were re cents for the next 10,000 gallons and
ceived over Sunday hy the traveling a charge of 10 cents for all over
"
.'..,
auditor's office showing .January colgallons used.
lections as. follows:
..:.-$
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Colfax, 1910 and prior? $!2S.(Mi
Notice is hereby given that the tax
1911, $94.78; 1912, $1,025.96; 1913,
roll for A. D. 1913 has been reecived
$28,511
Grant, 1910 and prior, $40.15; 1911, in the treasurer's office. The first
$22.25; 1912,., $966.64; 1913, $12,233.97. half of the 1913 taxes is now due and
Lima, 1910 and prior, $151.32: 1911, will become delinquent on February
$1.20;-191?16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
$39.15;' 1913, $3,071.27.
EUGBNI(5 ROMERO.?
Sierra, 1910 and prior, $48.43; 1911, per month.
Treasurer 4and Collector.
$74.75; 1912, $400.39; 1913,, $2,372.27.
Taos, 1910, and prior, $10.56; 1911,
nothing; .1912, $76.17,;, 3,913, 2,62.95.
Gas in the stomach or bowels is a
v
Socorro CountySchoo)'
disagreeable symptom of a torpid
Concerning Socorro county, about liver. To get rid of it quickly take
which some publicity has been had re HEREIN E. It is a marvelous liver
and howel' purifier. ; Price
garding' the charges against County stimulant
50c. Sold hy Central Drug Co. Adv.
Superintendent Ben Sanchez, it de
velops at the state department of
RAILROAD BUYS WATER
education that Socorro county ranks
Santa' Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. State Enamong the leaders in the counties of
New Mexico notwithstanding that it gineer James A. French has fceen inis a big county with comparatively formed that the Springer Bitch com
small' railroad mileage. It is one Of pan', by a vote of Its stockholders
the few xjounties of the state which of one to eight has decided to build a
has .been able to keep its schools up pipe; line from the main reservoir to
t.v'tho standard of We state without the town of Springer to supply it with
d
having asked for state aid. There are water and also to the Santa Fe
tracks to supply the railroad with
67 teachers employed in the county.
'
The total monthly 'payroll is $1,250, water.
(''
tbo railroad company will pay
and, the averaR teacher's salary is
No school runs less than five
$63,43.
ja year for the water. The commonths and almost half of the schools pany contemplates also building anothin the county run nine months. In er large reservoir. The stockholders
detail the figures are: Schools runJ. M. Cunningham, the Las
ning nine months, 27; eight months, Vegas hanker, president; James K.
14; seven months, seven; six months, Hunt, Daniel T. Hoskius, V. W. Calley,
six; five months, 14. Average term and Elijah Shahan, directors, and R.
taught by each teacher, 7.57 months. 15, AUdredge secretary.
.
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President Wilson's action on the
Mexican question In removing the embargo' would appear to be the best
thing' to do under tne circumstances.
It now puts us in line with other great
nations in connection with Mexico and

The slightest .foken gives pleasure, why
not give something thai will endure for a

removes the possibility of intervention.
It also confines the fighting within
Mexican borders, as n should be, and
the more desperately they fight the
sooner the trouble will be ended. President Wilson through his achievements
in the short time he has been' the executive of the nation, has made himself
the most influential factor today in political life in this country; and his
present attitude towards the. trusts and
business generally, which places him
on record as a constructionist and
not a destructionist, Is certain! ya welcome one, as it will bring hack more
confidence in business circles which
will lead to increasedcourage lu
upon larger , business undertakings, resulting finally in general
trade partaking of Its former activity.
The dominating influence in the security markets today is the worldwide
ease of money. .For a long period
stocks have been unduly depressed by
abnormally high rates of interest The
sudden and extreme orop in interest
rates has since the year began caused
a complete change in conditions affecting investments. Since the prospects are for continued ease in money
the world over for months to come,
it follows that many good securities
which have been seling on a 6 per
cent basis and higher must show a
gradual increased appreciation. In a
few short weeks interest rates dropped considerably. As yet there has
been no corresponding advance in the
Jhe. two main
value of securities.
reasonfor cheap money are the slowing down of business in the principal
United
commercial
nations the
States, Great Britain and Germany
and the disappearance of the strain
induced by the Balkan war, followed
by release of funds hoarded during
the struggle. How long the present
ease of money will last, it is difficult
to determine. The present slackness
of trade cannot continue indefinitely.
Thus far, there has heen no
of merchandise in any of he
great markets, and industrial conditions are generally sound. Nothing
is needed for a trade revival hut a
recovery In tonfidence which of itself
will be a stimulus to new enterprise.
Cheap money must prove a very important stimulus in this direction.
Many flotations have been long delayed owing to excessive interest rates
and as these are launched the funds
thus acquired will be redistributed in
the channels of industry and cause a
natural business recovery, both at
home and abroad. The principal danger has been from a flood of such flotations. The new capital issues- - in
London in January were nearly
the largest on record for that
of a
13,000,000 ahead
month, and
year ago. Indications point to furher
heavy issues, particularly in govern
ment loans, the latest being a 12,000,- 000 Belgian loan. Fortunately in this
country we are proceeding on a much
more prudent scale. The new output
of securities in 'the United States in
January was reported at about $130,- 000,000 a decrease of nearly $20,000,-00- 0
compared with last year. More
over, the net amount of issues was
much less than the above figures for
the reason that a considerable proportion represented refunding operations
or payment of maturing obligations.
This) means a steady reduction of what
was: in reality floating debt. Never-- ,
theles'sy both monetary and business
situations' are automatically correcting
themselves. '"! Business v sentiment
throughout the United States is much
more hopeful',' and iRi'doe season we
may! expect a larger and more- satis
factory volume of trade,- although this
change cannot take yiace overnight.
The steadying efforts of President
Wilson at Washington have done much
toward rebuilding confidence and pav
ing the way for business revival. It
is well known that were is au aggressive radical element at Washington, anxious to make many extreme
changes in our economic status, some
It ia also
of them very unsettling.
the
that
approaching con
recognized
gressional elections next fail offer an
important opportunity for political
fireworks which wiUnot he allowed to
pass unutilized. Happily the sober second thought of the people is bein
aroused, and there Is a disposition to
apply the fcrakea upon too rapid political movements; President Wilson
lending the way in this respect.
Conflicting conditions kept the mar
ket temporarily unsettled. At first

Everyone likes something in jewelry.
Perhaps a Gold Filigree Beauty Pin, a
Cameo Lavalher or a Ringand ii a true
Valentine any piece of jewelry in Amethyst

longer time?

'

Something for the table may please the
wife, a stick pin or cuff links for the men.
Sentiment and giving go hand in hand.
We will assist you in your selection at

Ja up ert's

i

the president's new Mexican policy
excited a little distrust, which soon
passed away as its meaning became
better finderstood. Kecent developments ii Rock Island also exeered an
unfavorable effect, while not a few railroad reports for the last six months
of 1913 were decidedly disappointing.
The figures ol the interstate commission show that 108 companies reported
operating revenue of $1,053,000,000
during that period, an Increase of
nearly $4,000,000; while 'the operating
expenses were $72i,000,000, an increase of $32,000,000.
These are results which if likely to continue would
prove alarming, and must force themselves upon the attention of the commission.
Such drawbacks, however,
were temporarily offset, as already explained, by cheap money. There has
been a particularly good investment
demand for high grade stocks and
honds, large sums of which have heen
permanently withdrawn from the market. What the effect of a change for
the better in London and Paris will
he remains to be seen. In all probability it will have a strengthening effect upon American investments, which
still rank the highest in the. foreign
markets. The great bankers of Europe are looking forward to a period
of inflation which means
a further
rise in security values. Uultimately
this market will reach a higher level,
hut many good stocks show unusual
profits, and these should be taken on

all further pronounced values. February is usually a month of hesitancy
and realizing.

,
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HENRY CLEWS.

FORGOT HIS NAME

Omaha, Neb., Feb. i0. - Frank L.
Finch, editor of a weekly paper at
Littleton, Colo., who has been held
by the police here since Sunday last,
was today Identified by his brother,
Clarence S. Finch, editor of a newspaper at Julesburg, Colo., and member of the Colorado legislature.
Frank L. Finch is suffering from
loss of memory and failed entirely to
recognize his brother. The unfortunate man left home October 1 and no
trace of him had been obtained until
his arrival, here. He gave the name
of S. F. O'Dell, but told the police he
could remember nothing else about
himself. He appears sound mentally
on all matters except his own identity.
ALL PARTIES CONFIDENT

Davenport, Iowa, Feb. 10. Committee chairmen of all three leading parties were confident of success in today's special congressional election in
which the successor of the late Representative I.,S. Pepper will be named.
The candidates are Henry Vollmer,.
democrat; Harry HuTl, republican,
and C. P. Hanley, progressive. Early
reports favored Vollmer. A light vote
was indicated.

SCOUT SHOES"
"By;MADE
TO WEAR
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Year after
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keep coming back, for

BOY. SCOUT SHOES
Their continued endorsement is a testimonial we appreciate. A
trial invariably assures new customers that their selection is a
good' one
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HANY-FRBGHTER-

PERSONALS
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife.

Hotel

Romaine. Adv.
W.
Collier of Denver was a bust-hob-s
,'
visitor here today.
P. V. Venton'tif Denver was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
H. B. Rorder came In last nijrfit trom
Albuquerque for a short business vls't.
K. D. Oliver of El Paso, Tex., was
a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
, W. A. Duerr of Albuquerque was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Colonel J. L. Taylor of New York
is in Las Vegas for a several days'
visit with friends.
W. H. Forbes, Jr., came In last night
from his home In ia Paso for a few
clays' business visit.
G. L. Mitchell of Boston arrived in
las Vegas this afternoon and will
remain for several days as a business
visitor.
M. H. Melrose of Aurora, HI., arrived
in Las Vegas last night for a few
days', stay.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Marwin of Denver came in yesterday evening for a
.
few days' stay.
J. H. Hughes of Denver arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday evening for a
lew days' stay in this city.
J. C. Wolfe of Evansville, Lid., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and will
be a visitor here for some tim
W. C. Sherman and Ed Farr, two
well known cattle men of Albuquerque, were visitors in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Joshua, Raynolds came in this
afternoon from her home in El Paso
for a short visit with friends in. Las
Vegas.
E. J. Creighton, an engineer for the
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron company, came in last night from Denver
lor a short business visit here. .
Waldo Twitchell, son of Colonel R.
TO. Twitchell, came in this afternoon
from his home In Arizona, for a sev-ra- l
weeks' stay with his father.
Mrs. J. E. Tipton and daughter, Miss
Thelina, accompanied by Miss Kate
last
Ttevine, arrived in Las Vegas
night from Watrous for a short visit.
W. R. Carter of uklahoma City,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
Tew days's business visit. He has rp
gently taken the agency for the Morris Packing company in this district.
,

TODAY IN CONGRESS.
t--

at

Washington,,
noon.

Feb. 10.

Met

Senate:

Immigration committee postponea
consideration of, the Burnett bill.
Passed a bill for fish cultural stations in Minnesota and Louisiana.
House: Met at noon.
Trust hearings continued before
committees.
Resumed consideration of the Shackelford $25,000,000 good roads bill.
Edgar Selwyn, the author of "The
nountrry Boy" and a number of other
.pieces that have been more than- or
dinari'y successful, has written' a new
'
play called "Rolling Stones." It depicts the adventures of two wanderers living by their wits.
May Irwin is gaid to.be considering
a dramatization of one of, Charles
Dicltens' stpries, in which one of his
humorous woman characters will he
adapted for the stage.

In frying pancakes, grease

the: griddle this way:
Wrap a tablespoonful of

USE THE filQRA

u
BOOSTERS

ROAD
YESTERDAY

MET

TEAMS ON HIGHWAY

68

IN

'

HOUR AND A HALF

j

In just one hour and a half, the
time consumed by the road boosters'
trip to Mora yesterday for the purpose of encouraging, the building of
good highways in 'the. neighboring
county, 68 teams were passed, all
bound for 'Las Vegas
These teams
were the property pf freighters, carrying products to Las Veas to be
sold. ; The number surprised
the
boosters, who began counting as soon
as they hit the, Mora road.'.This experience of one hour and a
half shows the big business from this
vicinity. With good roads the' freighters will go several miles out of their
way to market products, and such has
been the case with Las Vegas. The
county road commission, at the begin
ning of Its work, realized the benefit
that Would be derived from increased
business from Mora county and at
once began work toward repairing the
highway, which was built some time
ago by the state engineering forces.
However, the commission has not
nearly completed its work on this
highway, as the road is still in need
of considerable repair in the way"of
near
forming a crest that will be,v asj
"
'
as is possible,; permanent.
A.
James
French,
State Engineer
who accompanied the noosters yesterday, ia of the opinion that the best
highway, is to
way to repair'this
place crushed rock along the sandy
places and gravel the roaod in other
beplaces. The road commission wiU
is
it
at
once,
on
this
plan
gin working
stated.'

crossing which will allow the people
living in the country north of Watrous
to obtain admission into that place
without being forced to take a roundabout way.
State Engineer French was hugely
pleased with the trip to Mora, and
the work transacted there. He returned to Santa Fe last night
Those people from Mora county who
met the local boosters delegation yesterday morning were Daniel Cassidy,
H. Viles, Dr. H. J. Hoag, C. U. Strong,
Eugenio Romero, Anton Sargent, J.)
H. Hughes, J. F. Curns, Lee Devlne,
A. J. Thull and I J, Hand.
The boosters who made up the party from Las Vegas were State Engl-net- r
James A'. French, R. J. Taupert,
G. H. Hunker, F. O. Blood, Charles
W. G. Ward, M. M. Padgett, Clarence
Iden, William Harper, Gus Speicher,
E. N. Kearney, John Ross, O. L. Gregory, R. Tonover, A. D. Donels, Bias
Sanch; Adelaido Tafoya, Terry
and Charles Farley.

1

FIRST MEXICAN WAR
,

PICTURES HERE

MUTUAL THEATER SECURES AN
UNUSUAL FEATURE ATTRACTION FOR TONIGHT

out the rest 6f the story from corn- mon rumor and newspaper accounts.
These films are tne best possible
peace arguments. , The cameramen,
though they always had the best of
light, were often hampered in their
work by untoward circumstances and
this must account for some of the
minor defects In the films.

The Cottolene readily strikes
through the paper enough to
grease the griddle without any
excess of the fat Pancakes
fried on a griddle thus treated
with Cottolene will take a
delicate brown on both sides,
and will be tender and as
smooth as velvet
A tablespoonful of softened Cottolene in tha pancake batter further increases their tenderness.
Remember ,Cot- -

tolene, for all

cooking
poses, is

pur- -

per- -

r
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contestant the next day in minute
Secretary LeNolr, who ia engineering the telegraph league, has had
experience with this sort of a tournament before, having organized the
Texas Telegraph Bowling league, taking in ten cities of Texas El Paso
won the cup two years .in succession
and now retains it permanently.
To give the local boys an idea of
how the telegraph idea Is worked, the
local Y. M. C. A. has arranged for a
series of nine games, three each night,
with St. George, Kan. The first game
will be played Friday night at 7:15
o'clock, so as not to interfere with the
'High school, entertainment.
The. next
two games will be played on February
18 and 25.
The following men will
represent Las Vegas: Hanson, Smith,
LeNolr, Ungaro and Winters. The public, is invited to witness the bowling.

his selections from' the worKa of Paul
Lawrence Dunbar, the famous negro
poet. Some of them were of a serious
nature and some comic, but the audience liked both varieties.
The entertainment- was the third
number on the Y. M. C. A. Lyceum
course. It was. attended by a large
audience, and an even greater crowd
will greet the Jrtxies if they ever return.
After the performance the Dixies
gave a short concert in the lobby of
the Y. M. C. A. This was a courtesy
to the Elks, who asked that the members of the minstrel show to be given
soon by the lodge he assisted In their
preparations by the Dixies. Practically the entire population of the Y. M.
C. A. dormitory came down stairs to
hear the music and recitations and.
listen toi the clever gags sprung by

de-ta- li.

was to have been submitted to the
Las Vegas grant board forthe completion of the irrigation project north
of this city. H. E. Overtsreet representative for the Cumberland Construction company of Chicago, and R.
A. Morley, a real estate promoter of
the same city, prepared the proposi'
tion today.
Mr. Overtsreet has been" investigating the advisability of having his firm
build the irrigation dam, for tha past
week,s but had made no proposition to
the grant board until this afternoon.
It was reported this afternoon, that
two other propositions are in the
hands of the grant hoard. One, It is
understood, is from a Denver firm,
while the other was submitted yesterday by a New Mexico man. This information is said, to come from an

OWEN TO MANAGE

SILVER CITY
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Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers
Loans Money on Real Estate
r
Persona.l a.nd Colla.tera.1 Security

T

Late this afternoon a proposition

jrr.encQ

year-roun-
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BEFORE GRANT BOARD

,

ele-men-

CAPITAL, $114,000.00
-.-

e

in a piece of brown paper.

Peoples Bank and Trust Co.

SEVERAL PHOPUSITIONS

Following ia a review. o;f the Mex
ican was pictures which will' be shown
tpnlghlt at the Mutual theater en
Bridge street, by W. Stephen Bush in
the Moving Picture World:
li
;,
The Mutual Film company has Ten- authentic,., source.
dered a gia' service by showing .....Uhje grant board spent .mucbtpfits
these "Mexican War Pictures'." There time' in executive session today.
is no historian like the camera. This
glimpse of the struggle going on in
WOULD REFORM
our pitiable sister republic to the GLYNN
south is worth all the printed articles
NEWYOBK DEMOCRACY
in the newspapers and magazines from
the day old Diaz left Mexico to this
present moment. The Mutual films GOVERNOR OF EMPIRE STATE
convince us at once that the trouble
HAS A CONFERENCE WITH
in Mexico is neither war nor magnifiTHE PRESIDENT
cent. Villa's "army" is at best a
band of guerrillas. After viewing the
New York, Feb. 10. Governor
war pictures, I could
returned to Albany today from
Glynn
BE not believe that anything lower might
NEW MIDGES
'
confident of the support
Washington
exist in the scale of civilized warfare, of President Wilson In his
plans to
HILT THIS YEAR but these Mexican pictures haye added
the democratic party in
reorganize
a new though not a bright leaf to his- New York state. He carried also per
"
tory.
sonal assurances of good will from
saw
!
General
Villa, General oAega,
MORA
ROAD AMD HIGHWAY TO
Mayor Mitchel.
General Manzanillas and other generWATROUS TO HAVE PERMAN"I think," said Governor Glynn,
als mentioned by the gentleman who
ENT CROSSINGS
from a political viewpoint the
"that
explained the pictures and I have not state administration at Albany and
The trip made by the state engineer, a just conception of what a Mexican the national administration at Wash,
James A. French, members of the San general looks like. They were all ington will be found in full harmony.''
Villa
Miguel county road commission, and pleased to be kinemiatographed.
The plans which he laid before the
a number of other highway boosters and Ortega posed as meekly before president at their conference yester
to Mora yesterday ror the purpose of the camera as any novice and obed- day provide for reorganization of the
told
conferring with the Mora county com- iently took off their x hats iyhen
party in the state, a new chairman of
The
to
so
the
to
do
uoard
photographer.
by
proved
missioners and road
the state committee and efforts to put
be most successful. The result of the pictures do not portray or claim to the party in fighting trim for the
excursion is that work will ,be started portray a battle: they snow among next state campaign.
in Mora on the building of roads and other things the conditions in aniO The governor declined to discuss
bridges that will place that county around Ojinaga after the battle wich the fight against Charles F. Murphy
among the leaders in progressiveness was fought in and about that town. and Tammany hall, but he left no
Ojinaga is just a cluster of houses doubt of his wish to bring about
in the state.
The boosters left Las Vegas about with a church. It was badly damaged complete change in. the present com
9 o'clock and arrives at Mora about by the soldiers of Villa and the films
plexion of his partly.
11 o'clock.
They were met by a dele gave a very good picture of the dam"The president," he saM, "approved
gation of Mora, Wagon Mound and age done. The films also showed the of mr plan of action. I had a very
Watrous people several miles from Mo, badly battered buildings from whicn satisfactory talk with him."
ra and escorted into town. At noon the federals were driven by the conThe tenseness of the political situ
the ation was indicated here by the fact
and likewise
a dinner was served in nonor of the stitutionalists
visitors. Following dinner a trip was trenches that had been dug by the that nearly every Tammany leader in
road, af federals. There was a good view of the city called at Tammany hall tomade over the Cleveland-Mor- a
ter which the boosters gathered at the police station at Ojinaga and the day to see Mr. Murphy. They were
the court house and attended a joint little plaza of the stricken town. The disappointed as he was not in today.
session 6J the county commissioners police station had been the military
headquarters of the federals. Other
and road board of Mora couny.
no wr, m
The work done at this meeting in things shown .on the Mexican side of
train
were
of
the
capRio
Grande
the
cluded the following:
The state was authorized to build, tured guns 'and ammunition wagons,
THE LAND OF HONEY
through the state engineer's office, a the review of the "army" before Genbridge over the Cebolla river on the eral Villa, the captured federal prisroad. This structure oners, the wretched refugees on their SHIPLOAD IN NEW YORK AWAITLas Vegas-Mor- a
ING BEGINNING OF JOURNEY
is to be of concrete, and when com- way to the American eide-i- t
'
...
TO AFRICA
the comMany people, I think,' will be more
pleted will aid, materially
Ve-g- aj
on
the
scenes
taken
road'froin
the
Las
in
interested
pletion of a perfect
New York, Feb. 10. A shipload of
to Mora, the1 Cebolla river being American side. The Americana have
and their
I
two
indeed
earnestly negroes, mostly farmers,
"intervened," and
places
the""bWy one between the
pictures will be shown in wives from Oklahoma, waited here
which is difficult to cross at several hope-thesseasons' of the year. Four thousand Europe In order that the civilized today for Alfred C. Sam to lead them
eight hundred dollars was turned over world may be convinced just how to a new negro Utopia on the gold
to the state commission to be used as America has "intervened." We have coast of Africa. The colored farmers
the county's portion in macadamizing "intervened" not with arms, but with were induced to come here, they Baid,
three miles of bad road between Mora bread and shelter for the poor women by, Sam, who had been collectlong
and children who are dragged along colonizations from Oklahoma, Texas
and ' Cleveland.
''
Ten thousand dolars was turned at - tke end of these, traanbanda , of and Slisslssi'ppl.
j
over, the state engineer as the guerrillas, .and; we; have "intervened" i,, M6r negroes were expected from
county's iportion of the expense of by' treating the wounded soldiery of Galveston ajid the wost and it was
building two bridges at the Junction boil eidefc who have sought refuge said thae six were coming from Boston.
of the' Mora and Sapello rivers at Wat- on the right side f the Rio Grande. Sam, according to the colonists, reprous. In addition to this the Mora The scenes showing how Uncle Sam resents himself to be an African chief.
county people expressed themselves takes care of these unfortunates are Reports of his activities have come
strong for the improvement of roads most touching and Instructive; These from time to time from the black belt
and willing to do all in their power to Mexican seem to be quite content of the south and southwest and New
continue the good work.
and all were anxious to get into the York negroes were stirred up today
The value of the work transacted pictures. Even In the most civilized by conflicting reports regarding Ms
t
yesterday at Mora can hardly be es methods of modern warfare the
project.
of horror and wretchedness
timated at present. When all the
The negroes on board were in the
work is fini' hed the results will speak overtops very other aspect.
best of spirits and talked in glowing
Mexican civil war, terms of a sovereign land where they
In the
for themseivc-- j 'The bridge at the
Cebolla
will
as
make
river
the
.these
there
films testify most would have their own government and
of
lf,
crossing
road an
the Las Vegas-Mor- a
eloquently, nothing of the glory and their own" religion. Ia the absence of
hlihway. The work that glamor of war. The films convince Sam, who, they said, was in Boston
is to be done on: the Cleveland Mora us that the struggle in Mexico is down looking out for recruits, the party is
road will be pf great value not only to to the lowest level of human misery under the leadership of A. Davis, an
those two places but also to Las Ve ami eordidness; a lot of poor peons, old negro Baptist, cleegyman. Davis
gas, While ttrbailding of the bridges! more or less badly armed, fighting told them that they are to form a
at Watrous will be "a work that has for they do not know what, and mur- new church in the promised land to
been needed for; a considerable length dering each other like bends of sav- be called the ."Church of God,"
of time. The reason for the building ages. There is no scene of actual
Religious zeal seemed to sway the
of two bridge is that the Mora coun fight or murder in the films, but not party as much as their desire to U'.'r
ty teommisBioners wish to have rt much imagination 1e nwii'd to piece their worldy circumstances.
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TEAM
FREDDIE'S RECORD WITH LAS VE
GAS MAROONS: GOT HIM
THE JOB
k(
.

The reason why Silver City is called
the best business town in New Mexico
was made most apparent at a meeting
of the baseball fans Tuesday evening
at the chamber of commerce rooms,
says the Silver City Independent. The
rooms were crowded with representa
tive citizens all eager With one pur
pose in view, that the high standard
established by the ball elubjjast year,
should not only be duplicated this year
but thatall the errors taught by costly
experience last year should be obviat-- .
ed and that we have a clean championship team managed on a strictly busi'
ness basis.
of
director
medical
St
I)h Hyde,
acted is director. The result of
the meeting was as follows:
First, it was unanimously agreed
r,
that Sliver City should have a
with absolute control over
the men. With this end in view Mr.
Owen was unanimously elected to that
position. The town Is Indeed fortunate
in having Freddie Owen as manager,
who not only established such an enviable reputation last year as a base-baartist but has as well won the con.
fidence of the whole community for
his proven ability as an executive and
as our ideal of a clean honest gentle
manly athlete. Silver City has never
seen Mr Owen as a manager and per
haps it is not generally known that
before coming to Silver City he experienced such success as manager of
the Las Vegas team that it bordered
on pathos. The Las "Vegas team managed by him was so successful In
northern New Mexico that it was forced to disband for waut of teams that
would go up against It. However r.o
such difficulty Is apprehended here
this year for Hurley and Santa Rita
have already to our knowledge signed
up very strong teams and EI Paso is
ure to follow.

the

'

-'1

,

Dixies.

i

-

Jos-ehp'- s,

player-manage-

l

Second,

it

was decided

that

the play-

ers this yea should receive a straight
salary with no split on the gate reM. J. Kelly was
appointed
ceipts.
treasurer of the organization with instruction to open tip a full set of
books. Also that an auditor be appointed to go over same every month
and that said books shall be open at
all times for Inspection by any subscriber. That no money shall be paid
to any player save upon the written
order of the manager and signed by
the treasurer. The subscrlptoln payments shall be strictly in advance and
beginning March 15 and shall last six
months. However, if the gate receipts
as expected show a balance this year
this balance will be taken from the
final assessment of the subscribers.

TELEGOAFtI LEAGUE.?::

FOIpOXBAll

BUGS

EXPERIMENTAL FEEDING

ks

OF SILAGE PLANNED downward definitely today with no
effective support in any part of the
list. Traders were bearish,1 and the
TUCUMCARI FEED STATION WILL influence of more general selling for
PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR
the' short account was intensified .by,
the liquidation in obscure issues.
STOCKMEN
In view of the fall of leading shares,
Believing that more definite infor- there was less of a disposition to supmation is needed on feeding silage In port the" weak stocks. The selling
this section, and that it will be im movement embraced stocks which sel
portant in demonstrating to the dry dom figure extensively in the deaiinga,
farmers of eastern New' Mexico, the such as Denver and Rio Grande, Mis
increased, value to be gained by put- souri, Kansas and Texas and Mercanting the feefl crops raised in the silo, tile Marine. Selling diiminished in
It is planned to conduct a feeding ex volume towards noon, but the market
periment at the station this winter failed to recover and many declines
and spring, says the Tucumcari Sun from 1 to 2 points were scattered
Owing to not having available funds through the lists. Bonds were Irreg,
;
for the purpose, arrangements have ular.
The market closed steady. Leading
been made whereby- J. R. Wasson, of
Tucumcari, has agreed to furnish Issues sympathized with a late adthree 20 months' old steers for use in vance in'Pennsylvania, which, was carthe experiment. He also agrees to fur ried. Some selling developed in spots
nish sufficient lumber for the neces- at the high level, but th general marsary pens, and the grain and fodder ket was not disturbed. The last
in addition to the silage used in pre- sales were as follows:
7G'
paring the proper ration for each of Amalgamated Copper ;
the steers in the feeding experiment. Sugar
.'..,. .tern'
98 'A
The silage to be used in the feeding Atchison .,
.161 k
experiment will form the basis for Reading
96
most of the ration, and will be obtain- Southern Pacific
..IGS1
ed from the silo on the station, which Union Pacific
$oY
was filled in September, 1913( with United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
110
corn, kaffir and milo crops.
The steers1 used will be weighed at
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the beginning of the experiment m'
at regular intervals thereafter until
Chicago, Feb, 10. Wheat eased off
the experiment is finished, in order today, Influenced by reports of a pausa
that the gains made by each steer in European demand. The market
was also beariahly. affected by imcan be ascertained.
The three steers will bd divided In- proved weather conditions for the do
to lots one, two and three, and each mestic winter crop, but commission,
will be fed a different ration. An ac- house buying set in atter a modral
curate weight will he kept of the decline, and brought about a rally.
amount of feed fed to each steer and Opening prices Were
4 cout
to
the amount consumed dally by each. lower and there was a slight further
A record will also be kept on the cost setback, but then all nt the loss was
of feeding, cost of the feed consumed, regained. The close was strong
to
cent net higher.
and the value of each ration used the
Corn weakened because
value to be determined n tne pounds
of fino
gain made by each eteer at the close weather for shelling and hauling. Afof the experiment and the market ter a fair Betback, tnough, the market
had a hardening tendency as a result
price of beef at the time.
of offerrlngs becoming
relatively
scarce. Prices started unchanged to
cent off, and a further sag took;
DIXIES F.1AQE CC3D
place before a reaction began. The
close was firm at an advance of Vx
uTIIEIH FCD'liSES cent
net
Firmness prevailed in oats, owirir?
THEIR ENTERTAINMENT AT THE to advices that most of the Z,tSl.n.?,')
bushels of Canadian oat3 at Buffalo
DUNCAN LAST NIGHT WAS
havc'Tjeen Bold to Europe.
OF A HIGH CLASS
pg
Strength at, the yards pave the pr
"
"
V
,
If one had been, obliged to hobble visions market a lift. F:r--- t
2',i o 10 tints h.h.'r TMa
lt the Duncan opera house last night
on rheumatic knees, blow him'v.lf fur closing quotations were as follows:
VYluVt, Mr.y 52";;
hack fare or a taxf, walk three miles
Corn, ?.!.vy 6.i;; .Tci
or maKe- nuy other sacrifice financial
Oats, ?.:.iy I13'i: Jaly 2.";,
or undergo any other discomfort physPork, May 21.S7Mi.
ical in order to hear the concert given
Lard, May $11.07; July f 1.1. 27',
by the Dixie Quintette, he would have
been completely reimbursed by the
excellence of the attraction. The five
colored men who make up the troupe
KANSAS CITY LIVE STCT-.wr rcj "ilicre" at rvry kind of a Miuit
Kansas City, Feb. 10. Hoes, recti
attempted by them. They could eing, 11,0'iO. Miark.'i 10 cf:.iy hi- -' tr. T
8 75;
or in &io vuir!', whiio f8.50Cfg.7a; heavy
music of an excellent character on em and 'butchers $8.b58.75; 1
:s $7? H.
the banjo, the piano and other instni-fcent- p.
Ta crack sij3"
attie, rec ts 9,'
jokfS
,

-

;

;

the y. m. c. a. arrangesna-- to
pull off a Stunt of '
tional' nyerest
1

As was announced in The Optio
some time ago the Y. M. C A. Is planning to pull off a stunt that will place
the name of Las Vegas in at least a
dozen different states, according to
Secretary LeNoir. This will come
through the medium of a nation-wid- e
boxball telegraph league, incorporating anywhere from 12 to 20 states.

There will be a regular schedule to
be played off on certain nights, then
the contesting, teams will Ire wJh
other the results of their fames and
v.ire
lit the eame time the losers
the headquarters at Las Ve;.;a tic) result; of .the matches.
,,,Thia will mean a flood of telegrams
coining into Laa Vegas every n'ui.r
the games are scheduled, and many
parte of the country will hear of Las
'e.":s that Jii'vor heard of it
An entrance fee of $2 is to cover all
office expense, namely that of sending
the standing, of the league to every

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb.
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TcPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United StatA Land Office
'
Tucumcarl, N. M.. January 22, 1914.
NOTICE 18 HEREBY GIVEN; That
tie State of New Mexico, under and
virtue of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
application for the within describe!
unappropriated, unreserved, and
publlo lands, for the beueflt
of the- University. Said lands being
actuated In the County of San Miguel,
etate of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows,
Description
Sea Twp. Rng. Mer.
at Tracts
12N 25B N. M.
lSWUSEi4 . 19
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ohe

ohe OPTIC

SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

29

12N
12N
12N

25B
23E
250

t.

R. A.

INTEREST PAID

ON TIME

COLUMN

DEPOSITS

RATES

-

-

TOR CLASSIFIED

Petten, Secretary.

r..j&

$30,000.00

Office with the San Mifuel National Bank
WM.

Colda, constipations and headache
are three common afflictions and relieving the constipation helps the
cold and slops the headache. Use
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
tare very prompt and tnorougmy
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A whole bottle full for
25 cents. O. 0. Sobaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
$100 REWARD,

$100

Thn readers of this naper will he
inleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
fceen able to cure in nil Us stages,
and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
r.ura is the onlv nositive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca-trrrh being a constitutional disease,
renilres a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken, internal
ly aotine directly upon the blood ana
mucous surfaces of the system, there
to dp.atrovinir the foundation of the

G.

-

HAYDON

"1

Treasurer

-

Interest Padd On Deposits
OPTIC

MAIN

NUM1ER,

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
East Pound
Arrive
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No. 2.. . 7:20 p. m . . . .
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m. . . ..
No. 8.. . 2:25 a. m
Blood, Secretary,
No. 10. .1:35 p. m
I. U. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODftF Mft
West, Bound
4. Meets every Monday
Arrive
at
evening
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting No. 1.., . 1:10 p. m
brethren cordially invited to attend. No. 3.., . 6:35 a. m
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. Ti Rogers, No. 7... . 4:20 p. m
V. G.: T. M. Elwood. Rfwrrtarv Knr) No. 9... . 6:35 p. m
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,

President
Vice President

H. W. KELLY
D. T. JIOSKINS

day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers-cordiallInvited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W, P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-ila- r
Estimate six. ordinary words to a line.
conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
in each month at Ma
lay
lines
All advertisement
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnco preferred.

Pit ENTICE,

Register.

Meets first and third Tues

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMK
CAPITAL STOCK

LODGE NO. 2,' A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular com
night )
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
In 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are an
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. ,C. WerU, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

II

N'. M.

N.M.
N.M.
33
.
Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
All persons wishing to protest
against selection by the State of New
Stfexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
Against the said selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.

CAFE

CHAPMAN

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

J. M. Cunningham, Preside lL

to-wi-t:

JNE14NW4

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

1 i

Frank Springer,

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN 0 REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

tj

--

LOBBY

L

Depart
7:45 p. m.
11:59 p, m.
2:30 a
2:00 p,

Depart
1:25
6:40
4:30
7:00

i

MONUMENT CO
ATTOKNEY8
and giving uie paneni
tne- - constitu
N. M.
up
Albuquerque,
building
strength ty
HUNKER & HUNKER
tion and assisting nature in aoing m
215 E. Central
work. The proprietors nave so mucn
A, Hunker. Chester A. Hank
George
Practical
23
Years
Experience.
faith in Its curative powers that they
Attorney
W. W. BOWERS.
offer One Hundred Dollars for any E. A. JONES
New Merli
Las Veeas,
case that It fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Ladles
for
Culture
Health
Professional
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToDR. F. B. HUXMANN
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
ledo, Ohio.
Dentist
and
Scalp
Hair
75c.
General
Massage,
Sold by all druggists,
Dental work of any description at
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiTreatment, Facial Massage, Manimoderate prices
pation. Adv.
cure, Chiropody.
Room 1. Center Block, Tel Main 1
Hotel Romalne
SubscriDe for The Optic.
East. Las Yepas, New Mexico
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 8:30 p. m.
JONES-BOWER-

disease,

S

Wanted
WANTED

Girl for general house
Cemetery Trustee.
work. Mrs. Ike Appell, 1011 Eighth
street.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meeta second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. ViBlting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Win. I.
NICELY furnished room, steam heat
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
ed, for rent. 924 Seventh street
Secretary.
333.
Phone Main

p. m.

a.

m.

p. m.
p. m.

r.
For YOU!

For Rent

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-

Vi.,i.

r- ,

m

1

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURFOR RENT Cottage In desirable
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
neighborhood, newly painted, pa W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
first and third ', Mondays of each
Phone Purple 5301.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
FOR RENT To
or

.j-

-- if you use

EMPRESS

pi

lady
gentleman
President; A. D. Tillman, FInan
comfortable, furnished
Mrs.
A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cler;
room; no health seekers. Phone
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
5301.
Purple
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street
East Las Vegas, N. M.

mm

I

,

employed,

SCRIBE FDR THE

'

A GOOD

I

PT

D

ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that I, the
inderslgned( deputy assessor, will be
it my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
ill business days between the hours
if 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 28th, 1914) for the purpose of receiving returns of all property, according to the provisions of Chapter 84,
Laws of the State of New Mexico,
1913. It Is made the duty of all per- tons to make a return of all property
hey own, and those failing to do so,
within the time above specified, will
ie assessed by me according to sec- :lon 10 of said Cha'pter 84 of the
'aws of the state of New Mexico for
'he year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be Imposed additional
by me. You are further notified that
If any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his prop

lLY

1A GAZINE PR
OR NOTRIN

GET

U

i
1

f
I
i

Meets second an;
fourth Thursday evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. ViBitin
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
L. O. O. MOOSE

FLOUR realb

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet

MAN PROCESS

day of the month in the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock t

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherb
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays o!
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart

Y

Local

Montague,

--

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

FRENCH-

v

EMPRESS
can be ob

f

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

......i0o per
per
-

1M IM
1SS Ifet

25c

....S0o

200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 60 Ibe Each Delivery

lbs, to

per US Ibt
per 1H IS
per 113

AGUA PURA COM.P.VNY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributor p Natmral lee, the Fasita
lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lai Yegaa ramsag.

ofpice

O

oouglm

THOMAS A. 'EDISON IS 67

West Orange, N. J, jTeb. 10.
A. Edison, the famous inventor,
will be 67 year3 old tomorrow, having
been born on February 11, 1847. So
far as is known no special plans have
been made by Mr. Edison or his family
to celebrate the anni.ersary.

one
PUBL

i

The Best Cough Medicine
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever since I have been keep- ,
ing house," says L. C Hames, of
Ala. "I consider It one of the
best remedies I ever used. My children have all taken it and it works
like a charm. For colds, and whoop
ing cough it is excellent" For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

I
r

1

i

ANT Ad:
Are Best

Market Finder
Classifies

Mar-bury-

BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Compound saves money because Just a
few doses stops the cough and coid
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and inflamed surfaces, stops tickling
throat, harsh,

rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
hrrnifhipl and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
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GREY (STERLING) FINISH

2,000 lb., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50

ILVER

S

Z. W

G.

How Is Your Bollerf

It has been stated that a man's
stomach Is his boiler, his body is his
engine and his mouth the fire box. Is
your boiler (stomach) in good work
ing order or Is It so weak that It will
not stand a full load and not able to
supply the needed energy to your engine (body) ? If you have any trouble
with your stomach Chamberlain's Tablets will do you good. They strengthen and invigorate the stomach and
enable it to do its work naturally;
Many very remarkable cures of stomach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- - IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Visiting brothers are cordially li
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Cbarlei
Greenclay, Secretary."
m.

Sonsul;

is.

by GER-

Made
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Laemmle, Clerk;
Deputy. Visiting
members are especially welcorae a"'
erty, he shall be liable to a penalty cordially Invited.
nf 25 per cent upon the full amount of
ill taxes levied against him, and his KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
property, and shall also be deemed
urth
acThursday in O. R. C. hall
and
of
punishable
perjury
guilty
Pioneer
building.
Visiting members
cordingly.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
CHARLES H. STEWART,
Assessor.
Deputy

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-in- g
magazines for one year:
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"Yes, and there Is

a desk."

a figure seated at REST IS

"It's Ralph

LOT THAT

FAILED

By GERTRUDE MARY SHERIDAN.
"Send for a detective!"
The speaker, Mort Davis, looked excited and his aduitor, Eugene Marcy,
tartled.
"Think you've got the goods on
Ealph Barton, do you?" Interrogated
the latter.
"I think I've got the start of a
nighty fine case," replied Davis.
"You want to go slow," advised his
companion and crony. "Not that I like
Ralph Barton, but he stands pretty
well here, they say he's a coming
man and It's good politic
to have
him friendly."
"See here, Marcy," broke in Davis,
you don't want that pretty cousin of
yours, Lucia Page, to marry an
do you?"
"Certainly not."
"And you expect sbme one to help
you pay that $400 you're short on in
your town treasurer fund, don't you?"
"I've got to find that money, yes,"
'

aid Marcy, wincing.
"All right send for a detective and

tart the ball rolling. I'll guarantee

results. I don't want to act in the
case for fear it might spoil my chances
with Lucia when this Barton is off the
boards. She was nice enough to me
Sbefore he came upon the scene. Furthermore, the day her engagement
with Barton Is broken up, I'll loan you
itoat four hundred dollars.''
"You will," cried Marcy with animation. 'Then I'll join in with you in
junnlng this imposter down If he is
n Imposter."
"He's worse' declared Davis, lower
1ng his voice and looking desperately
"he's a counterfeiter."
.mysterious
"You don't say so!"
j
"I do and I've got the proofs."
The speaker cautiously drew from
ftis pocket a package. He undid it
nd exposed to the staring glance of
his companion nearly a hundred new
ten dollar bills.
T
"Counterfeit," he announced impressively "all of them, I've learned that
beyond question."
"WheTe did you get them?" inquired
the bewildered Marcy.
"Well, you know I've been watching Barton for some time? Here
comes a stranger to town, buys an
expensive place, opens a big bank
-

Barton," proclaimed
Davis, after a fixed glance through
the lace curtains.
All three of the lurkers could vaguely make out a figure at a desk. They
could see the head and arms move.
So far at least their prey had not escaped them.
"He may leave on one of his mysterious journeys at any time," spoke the
detective, "so we Had better keep up
the watch."
This grew tiresome in two hours.
By midnight Davis was bored to death.
Marcy fast asleep and the detective
restive and wearied. He roused up
his dull companions.
"See here, you fellows," he observed, "I don't like the looks of
things. That Barton has been seated
at that desk up stairs there in his
study for hours. I'm going to venture a little closer."
,
"How?" asked Davis.
"I'll show you," and the intrepid
sleuth proceeded towards the house.
The others saw him ascend a trellis
and peer through the window be-
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LEARN

LUCERNE

London. In the lives of most of us,
Lucerne is Inevitable, says the Metrohouse where
politan. It is the half-wa- y
thousands and thousands of wearied
travelers snatch a day's rest and a
night's sleep in mountain air as they
pass to and from the exhausting sights
of Italy, France and Germany. It Is
the distributing center of the Swiss

To a recent newspaper symposium
on the importance of the study of natural history Ernest Harold Baynes of
Merlden makes an Interesting and

to

Davis.
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valuable contribution.
His experience as a traveler and
lecturer convinces him that very few
people, comparatively speaking, enjoy
nature as they might and as they
would like to do, the bar In their way
being their ignorance of our common
birds, our common quadrupeds, our
wild flowers, trees and shrubs.
As he points out: "Most forms of
amusement cost money, but to the
man, woman or child who has been
given a real interest in minerals, wild
flowers, insects, reptiles, birds or
t
carfare to the
mammals, a
country is the price of admission to
the great, wonder hall whose roof is
the blue sky and whose caretakers
are rain and the wind and the sunlight And by their association with
the dwellers of the forest and the
moor they not only derive personal
happiness but become better citizens.
In the first place they will become
more healthy, physically, because they
will practice walking, the sanest and
more useful form of exercise known
to man, under conditions of air and
light most conducive to health and
body; mentally, because association
with nature means association with
the sweeter things of life; those
things of all others most conducive
to health and purity of mind." Concord Evening Monitor.
'
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8wiss Milkman.
Familiar Sight at Lucrn.
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In Cosmopolis.
To some visitors Cosmopolis, as one
sees it on the Schweizerhof of Quai,
may seem to be too preponderantly
German to deserve its name. But it Is
to remember
only fair to Lucerne
that in Switzerland, which lies at least
adjacent, and in the town itself, which
is even closer at hand, is domiciled a
g

.
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Alfalfa Sage Is Lost In Wonderment
at the Antics of Those Yaw
Boys.
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O
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"My profoundest sympathy goes out
to the Yaw boys In their terrible affliction," vouchsafed the Alfalfa Sage.
"They came of a large and gumption-les- s
family, every member of which Is
noted for his persistence In hunting
trouble and his uniform success in
finding it. They invariably stand in
motor cars
the path of
when looking aloft to see if the geese
are flying southward. They delight in
arising in the wee sma' hours to drink,
cough medicine out of a bottle of
poison so thorouhgly hidden that a
map and a bloodhound are necessary
to find it. As soon as the hearing
of one of them becomes impaired he
will go miles out of his way in order
to promenade on the railroad track
three minutes before the fast mail is
due. A few days ago I read with pity
of one of the Yaw boys who came
clear to Kansas City from Nebraska
for the sole purpose of giving a young
man of engaging manners change for
a $40 bill. Of course this particular
Yaw knew that there never was a 40
bill, but still he cheerily forked over
the change and then gazed in amaze
when the engaging young man grab
bed it and fled as the crow flies. What
is the matter with those Yaw boys,
anyhow? Have they no brains at all,
or are what few they possess hopelessly petrified?" Kansas City Star.

.

He Exhibited Great Profundity.

i

account and nobody knows where he
comes from. Says ne's a professional
;man retired. Passes his time Idly experimenting with some Inventions.
Picks out the handsomest girl In the
place, that's Lucia. Then I discovered that he would disappear at spells
from hts home. He would always
leave mysteriously at night Carried
a secret looking satchel and gone for
several days."
"Yes, I've heard about that," re
marked Marcy musingly.
"I set to watching him. No good.
Last week he slipped me, leaving
town I hung around his house. Just
at dawn yesterday morning I see him
carrying out a trunk from the house.
He throws it on a heap of dead leaves
la the back yard. The wind blew out
all the matches he tried to light. While
he was gone Into the house for more
matches I sneaked up to the spot. The
I noticed a
trunk had burst open.
suspicious looking package those
counterfeits."
"It looks bad for the man, I must
say," admitted Marcy. "I guess we'd
better hire a detective, as you sug
gest."
So the sleuth In question was sent
for and arrived In the town the folgreat
ilowlng evening. He exhibited
profundity, wore a palpable disguise,
trod like, an Italian brave, had a full
.store of tragic "Hists!" and after
ihearing the story of the volatile Davis
and surveying the Barton place he
;sade the announcement:
"We must trail this man to his
Jlalr."

"What do you meant" asked Davis.
"He goes off on mysterious errands,
What for? Counterfeit? Don't you
isee. If we can link him up with a
iband of the desperadoes who make
that bad money, he is lost. '
"That's it that's It!" encouraged
'
iDavis excitedely.
"I shouldn't wonder If he had slipped us already," suggested Marcy, as
they entered the garden of the Barton place about eight o'clock the next

1

.evening.

.

"I think not," said Davis. "See,
(there's a light in his study in the
uing up stairs."
"That's bo," nodded the detective.
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"Ha! Ralph Barton, I arrest you as very considerable German-speakinconand indigenous population. Abstract
vict'" grandiloquently announced the the Swiss, and nowhere, it is probable,
detective, advancing, revolver in hand. do the nations of the world meet in
It took five minutes for Doctor Bar- such equal-an- d
such large numbers.
ton to understand how matters stood. The foundations of the Tower of Babel
He smiled grimly. Then he said:
may have been considerably built over
"I think we had better all go and by the new hotels and the Kursaal,
explain this case to a certified officer but. In spite of Old Testament geogof justice Judge Marcy."
raphy, it is not difficult to believe that
"He's a cool one all these des- they still exist by the edge of the
perate criminals are," whispered the Vierwaldstatter See.
detective to Davis.
Misguided sleuth! he sneaked out of
CANCER
- Playing Safe.
town without even asking for his fee, USED IN CURE OF
A prominent Baltimore pollcitlan is
and Davis went conveniently to visit
a distant, relative, and Eugene Marcy Berlin and Other Cities Accumulating being chaffed by his friends over an
Radium and Mesothorlum
Incident of the recent primaries in
subsided completely when the explana
for Purpose,
that city. A certain voter, who haptions were made.
pens to be a rabid
visits
Barton's
mysterious
Ralph
of Berlin man, had been out of town for some
The
Berlin.
municipality
son
to
an old friend whose
had been
the example of three or time Just preceding the election, and
had got in with a band of counter is following German
cities and Is mak- accordingly was not quite sure which
feiters, bad been sent to a state's four other
for obtaining a sup- candidates had been put up by the orarrangements
ing
and
escaped.
prison
of radium and mesothorlum, in ganization and which were against it.
Penitent, his health broken,' he had ply
of the increasing Importance As he approached the polls In this
view
just been sent safely out of the coun which they are, obtaining in the fight doubtful state of mind, he encounter
Doctor
his
father;
sorrowing
try by
cancer. Directors of hospitals ed the aforementioned politician.
Barton had attended him and the against
the
under
municipality have been ask"Now, you're going to be a good fel
counterfeit bills and the convict's suit ed to make
detailed reports on the low, ain't you," was the politician's
he had brought away from his patient
subject.
greeting to the voter, whom he did not
to destroy.
While it is an undoubted fact that know, "and vote for every one on this
In
"What wicked people there are
German medical authorities are grow
ballot? They are all good or
the world," cried the indignant Lucia, ing more inclined to favor radium in sample
men." "Sure," was the vowhen she was told of the plot against their treatment of cancer, it must be ganization
ter's prompt reply as he took the profher lover.
pointed out that none of them regards fered paper and entered the booth.
"And what happy ones!" smiled radium as an absolute cure, and that "The rest was easy," he says, in relatRalph fondly, as he placed loving the greatest caution muBt still be used ing the occurrence. "I Just voted for
arms about her.
before any definite Judgment can be every one who wasn't on the ballot
(Copyright, 1915, by W. G. Chapman.)
passed on Its efficiency.
Riggin gave me." New York Evening
Professor Czerny, whose name is Post.
highest among cancer authorities,
Cameo Carving.
in
Cameo carving Is by no means a maintains that surgical operation suDislikes Foreign Phrases.
dead art, and is being taken up by the early stages of the disease is
While the use of forcible words is
treat
of
method
to
other
any
many young men and women of New perior
steadily increasing among Germans,
York as a fascinating recreation. It ment and certainly gives the best pros the government of Saxony has taken
profes measures to stamp out, as far as pos
is rather expensive fad and It is inter pect of permanent relief. The
is extremely cautious In his Judg sible, all words of alien origin. In
esting to watch one of these skilled sors
amateur craftsmen' at his bench exe ment on radium, while admitting that an education bill passed by the Saxon
in certain stages of cancer and where
last year it was enacted that
cuting a dillicult model.
the disease can be easily reached, ra- landtag German substitutes are to be
are
carver
the
All the tools used by
purely
but a handful. The worker sits before dium unquestionably is a powerful pal used In schools for the "Fremdenwor-tera wheel turned by a pedal, and the lit liative.
(foreign words) which have hitherto been officially recognized. In
tle pointed instruments, resembling
Has Cockatoo 121 Years Old.
those used by dentists, are placed in
stead of "geographic" the children are
Sydney, Australia. One of the mi to learn "Erdkunde" (literally, earth
the corner of the small table on which
while "Kurzschreibkunst"
the worker's hand rests while he holds nor curiosities of Australia is aatcock
121 knowledge),
estimated
the shaped stone or shell beneath the atoo, whose age la owner
of
short
writing) and "Raum-lehre- "
(art
it
had
has
needlelike drills. The drills vary in years. Its present
of space) are to fig(teaching
26 years, and its former owner,
curriculum
thickness according to the portion of for
in the place
ure
in
the
it for 78 years. of
the design to be executed. On account a sea captain, had
"stenographle" and "geometrie."
was
bird
the
to
used
The
eay
captain
of the high nervous tension, the ama
official will
when it came into hi Henceforth a delinquent
teur carver Works but a short time 17 years old
no
but
undergo
"suspension,"
longer
an
upper
possession. The bird has
each day.
beak nearly six inches long, curving "vorlaufige Amtsenthebung."
toward the chest. The beak, which
Never Say Tip.
Fish Stings Bathers.
grows about an inch every year, has
soci
Beach hospital surgeons have treat to be broken off when it gets too 'A member of the
ety dined in a popular restaurant the
ed scores of bathers for bites of the long. .
other evening, and when he paid his
a small
Portugese
check there was 9s cents change comYouth Rescues Girl,
Jellyfish peculiar to southern water,
The waiter, thinking to
Portland, Me. Edwin Booth saved ing to him. for the
The fish have a tail armed with a
cuetomei to exmake
it
easy
at
from
Russell
swellLillian
drowning
a
stinger, which causes painful
size desired, brought
of
any
tract
a
tip
is
the
Edwin
nine,
ing when it penetrates the flesh. The South Harpswell.
three quarters, a dime and two
wounds are not dangerous. Veteran son of Charles E. Booth of Yonkers, back
nickels.
1
the
Lillian
while
N.
thirteen,
,.Y
time
is
Erst
this
the
life guards say
counted it over carer
The
have ap- daughter of Charle3 A. Russell of BosIn years the
took another nickel out
then
fully,
wharf.
Her
fell
from
tl;e
peared off this section. The unususl ton. The girl
of his pocket and added it to tin
playmate, fully clad, dived into the
warmth of the water, which has
saying:
to
swam
change in the tray,chicken-feeher
side
a
ocean
like
to
veteran,
have
Is
believed
since June,
to the
take tills
"Here,
to
the
a
then
corfloat,
drawing
and
girl
drawn them north. Atlantic City
got me a dollar bill for it"
and
cashier
to safety.
respondent Philadelphia Record.

i counterfeiter and an escaped
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SOMETHING WRONG WITH 'EM

tourist trade, the market, as It were,
where the high Alps secure their
knickerbockered climbers, and the upEngland resorts their
lish curates and their caped and green-hatteGerman families. It is a town
which goes on in a continual turmoil
of transient visitors. The station Is a
confusion of trains and the lovely blue
lake a mere crowded pathway for the
white steamers which are forever embarking or disembarking. Invading
armies. It Is amazingly easy to plan
to visit Lucerne, but it is almost unnecessary somehow you always find
yourself there. And it is not worth
while to plan not to come somehow
you always find it pleasant to be there,

tsvtn

10, 1914.
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NATURE

Form of Enjoyment That Has Not
Been Appreciated as It Ought

yond.
"Baffled!

outwitted!" he hissed
dramatically as he descended.
"What now?" queried Davis.
"That Barton of yours at the
desk "
"Yes? yes?"
"No such thing a dummy, an automaton. He has fooled us. He suspected we were watching and set up
one of his clever inventions to deceive
The . coast's clear.
us, come on.
We'll get in the house and see If we
can't find some Incriminating clew."
A ladder was set up against the
house, a window forced open. Just
what the detective bad announced was
disclosed. There was not the least
doubt that Ralph Barton had summoned his inventive talent to baffle
his watchers. A stuffed figure sat at
the desk, operated by clockwork.
The invading crew proceeded to pry
Into the desk. It was with a great
smirk of triumph that the detective
unearthed a convict's suit.
'That settled it!" he declared exult-All
Ingly. "Counterfeiter
I have to do now
is to nab our
man."
They proceeded to make themselves
at home. Davis gleefully anticipated
the downfall of his rival. The detec
tive let one end of a pair of handout of a
cuffs hang conspicuously
pocket. Marcy wondered what his
august uncle would say when he
learned that his prospective
was a criminal.
"Why, what's all this?" challenged
a. sudden voice, and all three of the
watchers aroused from a doze about
iaylight.
"That's him that's Barton!" spoke

OF

SECRETS

Distributing Center of the Swiss
Tourist Trade Where Tired
Travelers May Recuperate.
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Dill Pickles

AT THE
automobile lamps at 6:07
o'clock this evening.
Light

MUTUAL MOVIES
BRIDGE STREET

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar, Adv.

"GENERAL VILLA AND HIS TROOPS," Two-ReFeature.
"HELEN'S STRATAGEM," Comedy Majestic.

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

Sweet Pickles

...

M BULK'

'

Adv.

Sour Pickles
;

PROGRAM TONIGHT

::--

ill!

Mr. and Mrs. John L. Taylor of
Tonight is your last chance to see
Cuervo, are the proud parents of a the third number of the "Kathlyn
baby girl, born to them last week.
pictures in the Temple of the Lion,
Photoplay tonight only. Adv.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
Tonight at the Y. M. C. A. .Colonel
you. At the Lobby, or course. AdY. J. L.
who is eent here by the

:

BROWNE

BUYS OUT HIS
I

PARTNER'S INTERESTS

-
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Taylor,

by tho DOZEN
The Price Is Right
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Store

Everything comes to him
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who
"get there" by men who demand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They
choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent
service.

HE WILL HAVE SOLE MANAGEwill
MENT OF THE THREE EAST
The Benedict club will give Its an- deliver .a lecture on "The Handling
LAS VEGAS THEATERS
nual dance Thursday evening, Febru- and
This
of Explosives."
Shipping
ary 12 at the Hotel Romaine. Only lecture Is for the public. It will be'Announcement was made this morn
those holding tickets will be admitted. gin
shortly after 8 o'clock. All persons ing that H. P. Browne, of the firm of
who handle or ship explosives are in- Duncan and Browne, controlling three
The Woman's Club of Las Vegas vited
local theaters, has purchased the inespecially to be present.
will meet tomorrow aiternoon at 2:30
terest of his partner, James S. Duno'clock at the Commercial club- rooms.
Jr. The firm controls the Browne
can,
AH members afe requested to he
NEW OCICGE ACCEPTED and Photoplay motion picture shows
and also the management of the Duncan opera house. Mr. Browne will
Special program at the Browne BYGCU'iTY
continue
the management of the
theater for tonight only. "Art Pickles
conduct them as formerly.
and
houses,
and Sauer Kraut," a Vitagraph two-reMr. Duncan left Las Vegas last
STREET
PRINCE
AT
STRUCTURE
scream. Also a Sellg comedy.
night for Denver and later will locate
CROSSING IS FIRST OF ITS
Adv.
somewhere in the northwest. The
TYPE EVER BUILT
transaction, w.hlph was completed yesTeodoro Sandoval, who resides In
this terday, gives Mr. Browne complete
San Jose, yesterday'-'tepplleat the The county commissioner
at coontrol of the theaters mentioned as
new
visited
the
bridge
morning
as
a
court house for $2
bounty upon
Galli-nahe purchased the entire Interest of
of
the
coyote killed by him recently near his the Prince street crossing
Mr. Duncan.
was
which
completed
recently,
home.
The Browne and Photoplay theaters
The visit was for the purpose of xam-- i
are-:thdoubtless
The'l'istructure."
mosBepular play
"iFollofflgSth.e
"The cast of the Elks' minstrel show mug
is' notified that every member Is ex- inspection the commissioners accepted houses that have ever been managed
in Las Vegas, and the patronage by
pected to be in attendance at the re- the bridge and are of the opinion that
the public is strong. Mr. Browne
ever
structures
one
of
finest
is
the
it
tomorrow
club
at
the
hearsal
night
built in the southwest. County Engi- hopes that this will continue and
house.
neer George E. Morrisson made his promises the best of entertainment.
The young people of the Christian examination yesterday, and pronounce
church will meet tonight at the Tabet-nacl- e ed the fetructure satisiactory.1"
The bridge is the first of its kind VALUES ARE FIXED
to prepare for a play. All mem,
to
be built fn the United States. The
bers of the pastor's Sunday school
class and Christian Endeavorers are Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron comBY COMMISSIONERS
pany has obtained a patent on this
invited to be present.
kind of structures. It has made arThe Las Vegas lpage of Elks will rangements to build a number of oth LANDS OF VARIOUS KINDS IN THE
'
meet in regular-sessioCOUNTY VALUED FOR TAXA- -'
tonight at the ers, one in the near future at Wickinsclub bouse. Considerable business of burg, Ariz.
TION PURPOSES
The bridge Is what is called a reimportance will be transacted. It Is
The board of county commissioners
expected that a large number of the inforced concrete truss structure, and
load. It is 164 feet yesterday afternoon
woll hold a
members will be present.
completed the
in length with a
roadway. The task, of placing valuations upon the
The board' of directors of the Com- waterway exceeds that of the bridge certain classes of property
which
mercial club will ho:d its regular at the Bridge street crossing in width come within their province as a board
monthly meeting tonight at the club and excels that structure in other of equalization.' The valuations, on
bitu-lithithe whole, are about the same as
quarters in the Masonic temple. Busi- ways. The floor is suild, with a
surface.' The bridge in itself is those fixed last year, although some
ness of importance t to be transacted. It is requested that all the mem completed, but the approaches have are slightly lower.
The figures are
not been built. They will be construct as follows:
bers be present.
ed at an early date.
Irrigated lands with full water
E. J. Creighton, engineer for the rights, $60 per acre; Irrigated lands
Two marriage licenses were Issued
yesterday afternoon at the court house. Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron com- with inferior water rights, $30 per
The couples made happy were Pabla pany and the man who had charge of acre; dry farming lands $4.50 per
Romo, aged 20, and Luis Maria Bus- - the construction of this bridge, this acre; orchard lands, $120 per acre;
afternoon Btated that the county com- grazing land with permanent water,
toa, aged 19, both of La Cuesta;
missioners and the county engineer de- $3 per acre; grazing land without perOrtiz, aged 18 and Ramon
Gero-cimserve credit for their wisdom in hav- manent water, $1.50 per acre; timber
aged 21, both of San
'
ing caused to be erected such bridges land ten miles from a railroad, $6.5
as have been built on Bridge street per acre,
,
This afternoon about 2 o'clock the and at the Priuce street crossing.
white horse driven by Ed Jtanson of Mr. Creighton stated that his relation
the Agua Pura company slipped on with the county commissioners and the HANDSOME COSTUMES
Douglas avenue, and while trying to County engineer in a business way has
assist the animal to his feet Emile been a pleasure, in that they are such
FOR HIGHS' PLAY
Clement, a collector for the Mountain capable and efficient men to deal with.
most
has
the
kickwaa
San Miguel county
States Telephone company,
ed on the ankle. The injury is thought stable and permanent structures, in
GIRLS IN "THE EGYPTIAN
PRIN
to be one that will make Clement walk the two concrete bridges, that have
CESS" WILL BE STRIKINGLY
been erected in the State. In regard
with crutches for a time.
GOWNED
to the cost of the bridge built at
Btated
Mr.
street
of
Prince
the
Lorenzo
Creighton
Delgado
Mayor
The costumes that are to be worn
town of Las Vegas yesterday after- - thaj; this county received this sruc- ture at
far lower price than any by the girls who take part in the High
oon held a meeting which was
"
school operetta, "The Egyptian
bV :the taxpayers affecW by others weulcf fee1 built, thtfaCrtfalcost
will he a special feature of this
tHerfclef
fcullt
be
tbw bridge street pavii?.' The plans, being $10;000,"while
which la to he presentdr?w:i by Engineer George Morrison, along the same lines in the future- ill performance,
at the Duncan opera
ed'.
Friday
jaight
e
double
wn-that amount,
examined and an irtrtud. As 3V.n cost nearly
house.
ThBsecpstumea are oriental
as the necessary leial'u' formalities bridge here, being the first of' its kind;
' in, character
"tecalir for was erected at a low figure.
have leen disposed7
tickets ,orfi the show were plac
"
bids wiil be issued:;on
ed
this morning at Murphey's
saJ,e
NOTICE
and up to this afternoon a
store,
drug
D.
BouchC.
AdAll
indebted
to
of
installment
"The
persons
The third
of seats had been re
large
number,;
asventures of Kathlyn" was shown last er are hereby notified that the
'
served. The indications are that, the
settlemust
immediate
atT
have
The
theater.
signee
the Photopmy
night
attendance will be large. Tickets for
large?' audiences present at the various ment of such accounts.
'"
the operetta which may be resedved
'
W.
presentations were greatly pleased
,(!. HAYDON,
Bold by the
1
Adv. Attorney for Assignee. ";' &t Murphey's are being
with the pictures. The novelty of
of the High school.
students
s
In
running a continued story
,The theme of the play is one to be
has made a big bit with Las Vegas
DRINK KILLED HIM '
remembered.
It brings before the au
The pictures will be shown
people.
Ritter, agejj dience ideas not expressed in plays
Denver, Feb.
for
theater
at
the
Photoplay
tonight
to00, was found In a
with a locale laid in this country.
the last time. The fourth installment
home here front the effects The oriental costumes and manners
at
his
day
or
two
weeks.
in
ten
v
will be here
days
of a large dose of poison. On'-thform a considerable part of the inter
table was a note, bearfng'Ititter'B sigoppeal of the production
With a shipping tag attached to his nature, as follows: '
The students included in the cast of
coat, bearing his name and destlnai
"This is a clear case of suicide on the play feel that this production will
tion, and the name, and address of account of drink.' Call 'Mercy hos be the best ever attempted by the
the consignor, his father, G. W. Cous- - pital, Dr. J. M. McKay, and notify the
land, an employe of the Southern Pa Swiss consul. Good bye to all my
cific Railway company at Demihg, lit friends."
MIKE STANTON DEAD
tle Everett Cousland, 7 years old, pasMike Stanton, for several years man
sed through Las Vega yesterday afternoon on train No. 10 on his way to
ager of the Elks theater in Santa Fe,
died yesterday at his home in that
Florence, Kan., where he is to make
VAULT AND CESSPOOL
his home with his grandmother. The
city after a long illness. Mr. Stanton
was well known here, having played
lad had dinner here, and the conductor of the train saw that he was safebaseball in Las Vegas several times
with Santa Fe clubs. The Santa Fe
ly placed on the train again before its
Those desiring: work done
New Mexican of yesterday says of his
departure. The lad seemed content,
will please call on or phone
and he was apparently enjoying the
death:
.
is
the
of
Milio- Stanton, for several
opinion
years
A. VV. Patterson ,
trip immensely. He
that his grandmother is about the beet
manager of the Elks theater, and for the
Las Vp?as Transfer
woman he has ever known, and has
past few months confined to his bed,
in a losing fight with
523 Sixth Street
forsaken his homo with a stepmother
F tone Main 43
tuberculosis,
to go to this relative.
passed away at 3:09 tnis afternoon at
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the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and particulars from
$615 is
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LAS VEGAS FCEO SALES CQ.

Phone Vegas 424
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These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

.

'

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Ililler
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

i

.

?

ALL WORK

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

"

GUARANTEED FOR ITS

Thej Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

20-to- n

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It a
is

,
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III
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)i.nyjiWy
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na-

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL

or OUR. PRIDE

15he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

At l':o Home of file Best of Everything Eatable

o

Isa-belit- a

CO A L'!A 'fJ D' W&
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
' H.
G O iJ iJ Qli'fSSmSi

.'

A COUNTER

OF

DAILY SPECIALS

Watch this counter as you will surely find some article that
will save you money. Positively only goods as sampled on
counter will be sold at these prices

Set of Aluminum Sauce
Pans, consisting of one
each of 1 qt, 1
qt
and 3 qt pans at $1.25
for the set

Prm-jcess,-

mm

FDorr

fl

-

'

MAS ON JARSv35.'Gtn!

Ml-Th-

i'

.

10-1-

the-film-

THE QRAAF&HAYWARDCO.STORE

'

dying-conditio-

.

JOHNSON'S

NEW JjOB

Santa Fe, N. M., FeD. 10. J. Wight
CJiddings will relinquish his place as
managing editor of tfee New Mexican
on March 1. He will tto succeeded by
IE. Dana Johnson of Albuquerque. Karl
VC. Green will also siep out aa city
editor and will probably take the position of secretary to congressman H.
B. Fergusson, or aa one of the income
tax collectors for New Mexico.

ial writer1 for the,, llornlng Journal
leaving that paper some two yearj ago
to go with the Evening Herald.
While regretting, to see him leave
Albuquerque, Mri" Jonnson's friends
will be glad to, learn that the change
comes in the nature of a distinct promotion, as It is understood that he Is
to receive a very attractive salary.
Albuquerque JournaT.

NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS
The foregoing will doubtless come
as a surprise to Mr. Johnson's many The annual meeting of the stockfrii'iuls in Albuquerque, who had come holders of the Mutual Building and
to look upon him as a fixture in this Ioan Association of Las Vegas for
the election of three directors and
'ify.
Ii Ban a Johnson has been a eonspic-nc.ii- the transaction of other business will
there in Now Mexico jonroal-ls:-i be held at the office of the associafor a number of pears, an'l is,
tion on Wednesday, February 11, 1914,
us; one of tho ablest writers at. 8 o'clock p. rii.
JOHN SHANK, Sec'y.
la tho &ti.c. 31o was formerly editor 41i)
B

CLEANING
(,.

Enameled Stew 1,V Jee, qt.;. regular 65c, at
regular 40c, at
Enameled iSlew Kettles,
-- -:
Granite Tea Pot;. regular 4(Kv,4t :
The Nesco Flour Seive;. 25c value, at, each
Hen Pwend Chicken Fount'; regular 75c, at, each
Enameled Cash Boxes; regular 75c, at, each....;
Pure Palmetto Scrubbing Brush; regular 25c, at, each
Tin Lids, all sizes, at, each
1 Set Mrs. Pots' Sad Irons; regular $1.25, at
.
1 White Enamel Bread Box; regular $1.25, at
1 Enameled Bread' Box; regular $1.00, at, each
1 Steel Griddle; regular 40c, at,, each
w
- .
1 No. 1 Frying Pan; regular 20c, at, each
.
1 No. 8 Skillet; regular 35c, at, each
1 large Tin Dish Pan; regular 3De, at, each
..
1 medium size Dish Pan; regular 25c, at, each
.
1
Galvanized Pail; regular 35c, at, each
1
Galvanised Pail; regular 30c, at, ach
1 10-Galvanized "Tail; regular 25c, at ,each.
t.

..;

.......

14-q- t.

12-q- t.

qt

These are real values.

.45c
.29c

...

Come in and see the goods.
mium Coupons Given

29c
10c
59c
59c

:.

170
.

.

5c
98c

...98c
75c
29c
12c:

25c
19c

25c
20c
15c

Pre-

The Rosenthaltho Furniture
Co.
fi. C. A.
Opposite

the home of C. S. McCrimmon. It had
been, known for Borne days that the
wonderful
end was near, hut with
vitality, he had surytv-,- c:'ch sinMns
spell until the one mluch Parted but
a brief time before h'.s death. Mike

V.

Stanton hW many friends in Sanla Fe
who will repret to learn of his untimely end. The funeral announcement has
not been made but-- it is probable that
the body will be shipped to his former'
home at Portsmouth, Ohio.

